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Appendix 3

Newdale Primary School Home / School Agreement
As a school, we will work hard to ensure that children fulfil their
potential in the basic skills of reading, writing and maths. We will
set high but achievable expectations for all our children.
Children at Newdale will have a wide range of other areas of
learning opportunities. We endeavour to make the learning
journey as enjoyable and practical as we can. Parents / carers are
informed about their child’s progress in school and are
encouraged to be actively involved in their child’s learning.
We will care for children and ensure they are safe, happy and
secure whilst they are at school.
We will be an approachable team, eager to work closely with
families to enable children to do their best.
Signed ________________________________(Headteacher)
Parents / Carers Agreement
I/we will support our child’s learning be ensuring that they attend
school regularly and on time, are fit for school each day and have
the right equipment.
I/we will work closely with the team to allow my/our child to get
the most out of their time at school so that they thoroughly enjoy
their years at Newdale.
I / we will adhere to all policies at Newdale, including the use of
photographs on social media sites and appropriate haircuts.
Signed _________________________ (Parents / Carers)
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Newdale Primary School Home / School Agreement
At Newdale we want everyone to enjoy coming to school to
celebrate their own success and that of other.
As we are a SMART school, where everyone is a doer,
believer and achiever, it is important we follow the
SMART code:
Speak politely and listen carefully

Make school enjoyable for everyone

Act safely

Respect and care for each other

Tell someone your worries

We will also do our best by working really hard in class.
Signed (by the child) ____________ Date __________
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Newdale Primary Home / School Agreement
We believe that children learn best when home and school work
together in partnership.
The Department of Education asks schools to foster good home /
school links and encourage schools to produce Home / School
Agreements. These agreements reinforce how important good
relations between school, children and families are.
Our children and staff worked hard to produce an agreement
which we all felt would help us to work together to succeed.
Children were asked to think about their part of the agreement
to remind them of the importance of doing their best in school.
They may then sign the agreement as a commitment to doing well
at Newdale.
I have signed the agreement on behalf of all the staff in our
school we would greatly appreciate if parent/ carers could sign
and return the agreement to school, showing you support us in our
aims.
We look forward to working in partnership with you for many
years to come.
If you have any questions regarding this, please contact
school.
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Appendix 4

Modified Timetable Protocol
and

Flexi Schooling Information
Reviewed September 2015
In line with recommendations from
‘Children Missing Education Statutory Guidance 2015’
DfE ‘Supporting Pupils at School with Medical conditions’ Feb 2014
and
Ofsted November 2013 ‘Pupils Missing out on Education’
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Protocol for Pupils on a Modified Timetable (MTT)
Introduction
In each Local Authority (LA) area there are children and young people who do not, or cannot,
attend full time education in the usual way. The ‘usual way’ refers to the provision attended
by the vast majority of children and young people of compulsory school age in England.
Typically, they attend school for between 21 and 25 hours a week, as appropriate for their
age, for 38 weeks per year.
Too often children and young people only receive a part time education or none at all. This
can be a safeguarding, as well as an educational, issue. If no-one in the LA knows what
education these children and young people receive each week, or whether they even attend,
they not only miss out on education but can be vulnerable to abuse. Everyone must take
greater responsibility for knowing where these pupils are. HMI & Ofsted will ask for specific
details for all pupils for whom the LA is responsible but who are not in full time education.
The LA should have the highest possible expectations for these young people which should
at least match those held by the parents. Young people who grow up to be adults who lack
qualifications face a difficult path, especially when trying to find employment. We owe it to all
of them to ensure they are given every chance to stay safe and succeed.
LAs and schools that respond quickly to any signs of disengagement, or children and young
peoples’ anxieties are more successful in helping them to achieve at levels comparable with
those of their peers and return to full time education.
For children of compulsory school age, parents are required under Section 7 of the
Education Act 1996 to ensure that, either by regular attendance at school or otherwise, their
children receive full-time education.
The recommended minimum hours per week of taught time are as follows:
KS1
KS2
KS3/4
KS4 (Y11)

21 hrs
23.5 hrs
24 hrs
25 hrs

These hours are set out in Circular 7/90
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The Criteria for Placing a Pupil on a Modified Timetable
The main groups of children and young people who are likely to be pupils missing out on
education are those who:
a) have been permanently excluded
b) have particular social and behavioural difficulties and have personalised learning plans:
this means that, by arrangement, they do not attend their usual school full time
c) have mental health needs and access Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services
(CAMHS) either as an in-patient or through services provided in the community
d) have medical needs other than mental health needs
e) rarely attend school and have personalised learning plans as part of attempts to reintegrate them into full time education
f) are pregnant or are young mothers of compulsory school age
g) have complex needs and no suitable school place is available
In addition, small numbers of children and young people do not currently attend school in
the usual way because they:
h) are returning from custody and a school place has not been secured
i) are new to the country and are awaiting a school place
j) are from a gypsy, roma or traveller background and alternative provision has been
made
k) have moved from another area and a school place has not been secured; these may
include children who are Children in Care (CiC).
(N.B a category between a) – k) should be indicated on the attached MTT1).
‘The vulnerability of such pupils was significantly increased because they were out of school
unofficially and preventative agencies were not aware of their potentially increased exposure
to drugs, alcohol misuse, crime, pregnancy or mental health problems (Ofsted’s 2010 report,
Children Missing Education)
N.B
All schools, must inform the LA of any pupil who fails to attend school regularly, or has been
absent without the schools permission for a continuous period of 10 school days or more, at
such intervals as are agreed between the school and the LA (or in default of such agreement,
at intervals determined by the Secretary of State). (Keeping Children Safe in Educationstatutory guidance for schools and colleges July 2015)
Schools have a responsibility to monitor and evaluate the achievement of pupils on
their roll. Pupils should be provided with sufficient and appropriately differentiated
work to do for those hours they are not in school. Arrangements should be made to
ensure that the work is regularly marked; assessed and constructive feedback is given
to the pupil.
Once tried as an alternative measure it should be rare to have a further period of modified
timetable since it shows that the strategy was not working and a different strategy needs to
be tried, unless the new period of modified timetable is showing an increase in hours.
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Responsibilities of the Local Authority
Each Local Authority should:


establish a central record of all children and young people not accessing full time
education in the usual way, including those who are accessing alternative provision full
time away from the mainstream school, regardless of where they are on roll; and
maintain good information about the achievement and safety of any child or young
person not accessing education in the usual way



identify clear lines of accountability for the quality and amount of provision, as well as
the education and social outcomes for all children who do not access school in the
usual way, with a named person at a senior level who is held to account for this
statutory duty



share information across LA boundaries in a timely and appropriate way to minimise
interruption to a child’s or young person’s educational provision



ensure that every child is on the roll of a school, regardless of circumstances, unless
parents have elected to educate their child at home.

Schools including academies and free schools should:


stop unlawful exclusions (sometimes referred to as informal or grey exclusion. This is
the removal of a pupil from the school site without a lawful basis, for example: sending
a pupil home for a disciplinary reason or enforcing a period of home study without
following the legal process; this is unlawful even if the parents/carers agree to this
informal exclusion.) and provide suitable support for children and young people with
behavioural difficulties



establish clear accountability for the achievement, safety and personal development
for any pupil subject to a MTT and its monitoring



monitor the quality and amount of provision made for all children and young people
who are on a school roll but not accessing school in the usual way



inform the LA of any part time education arrangements regardless of the type of
school (this includes schools maintained by the LA, academies, free schools and
independent schools)



keep children and young people on the school roll during periods of illness or custody
(or for as long as it is relevant), in line with government policy and guidance



respond quickly to any early signs of children and young people’s raised anxiety or
dips in their progress, attendance or engagement in learning



give governors sufficient information about children and young people who are not
accessing school in the usual way, so that governors can challenge the amount of
provision being made and evaluate its effectiveness.
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Schools should work in partnership with parents to ensure that:


parents/carers are given ample opportunity to meet with school staff to discuss and
agree any MTT arrangement



parents/carers sign both MTT1 and MTT2



review meetings are pre-arranged to discuss the progress of the MTT



parents/carers are made aware of their responsibilities for their child when not
attending their educational provision (as detailed in MTT2).

Ofsted should:


as part of its ‘Integrated Looked After Children and Safeguarding Inspections of Local
Authorities’, ask for a report on children for whom the LA are responsible who are of
school age and are not in receipt of full time school education at the time of the
inspection. This report should include for each child
 Child’s key identification data (as requested)
 Type of educational provision being received including home tuition
 Number of hours’ provision each week
 If the child has been excluded
 The date when the alternative provision began



regard any failure by the LA to comply with their statutory duties as a matter likely to
effect the overall judgement on safeguarding



continue to ensure that all school inspections evaluate the effectiveness of the
arrangements for children and young people who are not accessing education in the
usual way.
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Pupils with Medical Needs
In September 2014 a new duty will be introduced for governing bodies to make arrangements
to support pupils at school with medical conditions. The aim is to ensure that pupils with
medical conditions, in terms of both physical and mental health, are properly supported in
school so that they can play a full and active role in school life, remain healthy and achieve
their academic potential.
Long term absences due to health problems affect children’s educational attainment, impact
on their ability to integrate with their peers and affect their general well being and emotional
health.
Re-integration into school should be properly supported so that children with medical
conditions fully engage with learning and do not fall behind when they are unable to attend.
When considering arrangements, other than full time school, for pupils with medical
conditions it is important to:


show an understanding of how the medical condition could impact on a child’s ability
to learn, increase their confidence and promote self-care



indicate specific support for the pupils educational, social and emotional needs



ensure that a pupil with a medical condition is supported to enable as full participation
as possible in all aspects of school life



show that a reduced timetable is appropriately supported with advice/evidence from a
clinician such as a consultant, CAMHS representative or G.P.



note that pupils with medical needs should have access to as full an education as
possible given their individual circumstances



notify the LA of all pupils who are not attending school for more than fifteen days, this
will include those who are in hospital

Young people who grow up to be adults who lack qualifications face a difficult path,
especially when trying to find employment. We owe it to all of them to ensure they are given
every chance to stay safe and succeed.
N.B. Please refer to the DfE statutory guidance ‘Supporting Pupils at Schools with
medical needs April 2014’.
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Pupils with Statements of Special Educational Needs
A modified timetable should only be implemented in very limited circumstances and a pupil
should not be put on a modified timetable because of their disability as this is discriminatory
under the Disability Discrimination Act 2001. A modified timetable should only be
implemented following an Annual Review and in full written agreement with the parent/carer,
the school and the LA SEN officer.
An Individual Education Plan (IEP) should be agreed that clearly lays out the use of any extra
provision in the statement. Schools should ensure that the provision made in the statement is
used to meet the child’s needs.

Children in Care
CiC are amongst our most vulnerable pupils and therefore a modified timetable should only
be implemented in very limited circumstances when all other strategies have been tried. A
modified timetable should only be implemented after a review of the child’s Personal
Education Plan (PEP).
A modified timetable should not be implemented without written parental agreement and the
agreement of the Service Delivery Manager responsible for Corporate Parenting (virtual head
for CiC).

The following are examples of good practice


Ensuring that provision is sufficiently flexible to respond to the changing needs of
children and young people who do not attend school in the usual way. Such provision
is full time, of good quality and based on the recognition that the more education a
child or young person receives the more they could achieve.



Ensuring strong reporting systems within schools and between all types of schools
and the LA, leading to robust monitoring of children and young people who are at risk
of not receiving enough good quality education.



Schools should track and evaluate the provision for and progress of pupils who were
not accessing school in the usual way. This should include clearly defined success
criteria from the outset (see ‘Ofsted 2011 Alternative Provision’).



All Schools and services in the local area, regardless of their arrangement for
governance, should provide accurate data, in order for it to be analysed fully, about
any child or young person not accessing full time education.
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Key Points











a modified timetable should be a joint decision between the school and the parent
education objectives should be at the heart of the aims of a modified timetable
it should be discussed and agreed at a formal meeting; this could be part of the
discussion at a TAC/F meeting, an annual review, an attendance concern meeting or
an integration meeting following a managed move
for safeguarding reasons it is imperative that the forms MTT1 & MTT2 are signed by
the parent and for them to take full responsibility for the pupil and ensure they are
supervised when not in school
the reduced timetable should be for a limited period – suggested length is half a term
a MTT is a short term strategy, and should be used as part of a clear plan moving
towards resuming full time education in a timely manner
it is not acceptable for a MTT to be ‘the norm’ and run for an entire academic year
the arrangements should be reviewed regularly and review dates agreed and indicated
on the initial form, along with the date that full time education is expected to be
achieved
the objectives of the MTT should be clear and any supporting evidence/advice should
be included
the LA must be notified of the date the MTT ends.

For this purpose a modified timetable (MTT) refers to those pupils who are not attending
either mainstream or special schools on a full-time basis in the usual way for medical,
behavioural or other reasons.
It does not refer to pupils whose curriculum might include attendance at other
school/training/college/work placements as part of their school led provision, e.g. travel to
learn arrangements.
However, it does apply to pupils who are subject to alternative provision, full time away from
their mainstream school regardless of where they are on roll.
The Attendance Support Team (AST) and the Lead Officer for Vulnerable Learners will
collate, record and review the information on a regular basis to ensure that it is at the core of
the LA’s central record.
For all pupils who are placed on modified or part-time education, forms MTT1 and
MTT2 must be completed, signed and sent to the Attendance Support Team Leader
within 5 working days of the start date
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Guidance for the Registration of Pupils Subject to a Modified Timetable
Registration Code B
The B code can only be used for pupils who are educated off site at ‘Approved Educational
Activity’ and when pupils are present at the off-site educational activity that has been
approved by the school. Ultimately schools are responsible for the safeguarding and
welfare of pupils educated off-site. Therefore by using code B, schools are certifying that
the education is supervised and measures have been taken to safeguard pupils. This code
should not be used for any unsupervised educational activity or where a pupil is at home
doing school work. Schools should ensure that they have in place arrangements whereby the
provider of the alternative activity notifies the school of any absences by individual pupils.
The school should record the pupil’s absence using the relevant absence code.
(DfE Definition – Where a registered pupil on roll is currently being educated off-site). The B
code is used for all supervised educational provision,
‘DfE, revised 11/2013 says: “this code can be used for all pupils, including Travellers’
children, who are present at educational provision which is not in a school”.
Examples of when this code would be used are: pupils attending taster days at other schools, e.g. a trial placement
 pupils attending another school as “guest pupils”
 pupils attending vocational courses at college
 pupils on work experience as part of an alternative curriculum
 pupils attending alternative provision arranged and/or agreed by the school e.g. House
No.1, AFC, Webb Centre, Drive, Nova, NACRO.
The DfE publication ‘School Attendance, Departmental advice for maintained schools,
academies, independent schools and local authorities’ November 2013 states:
If you use the B code you must know: where the pupil is
 what valid educational experience the pupil is having
 who the pupil is with
 who is supervising the pupil
 who is accepting responsibility for the pupils health and safety.

The B code should never be used for study leave or modified timetables where a pupil
is not attending any educational provision during the morning or afternoon session or
as part of reintegration or transition – this would be an authorised absence and should be
marked with either code C (other authorised circumstances) or code S (study leave). AST
can offer further advice on appropriate registration coding.
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The C Code
N.B. The C code is the appropriate ‘authorised absence’ code for pupils who are
subject to a modified timetable and are studying at home.
DfE definition of the C code is ‘other authorised circumstances’ (not covered by another
appropriate code/description).
This code should be used for the whole session, for example, if a pupil is not accessing any
other agreed alternative education so may be working at home with the agreement of the
parent and the school through a modified timetable and for no other reason. Exclusions must
be recorded as such.
The C code may be used in a modified timetable arrangement for school age mothers
following the birth of a child.

The D Code
Some pupils who are subject to a modified timetable may only be coded as a dual registered
pupil if they are accessing a registered PRU.
Electronic and distance learning does not meet the regulatory requirements if
unsupervised or if the school does not have ‘robust evidence’ that work has been done
during the session in question.
DfE advice on ‘School attendance, November 2013 says “Schools must not use the
“present at approved educational activity” mark unless they have verified that the pupil in
question was present at the activity during the session”. Attendance could be verified
through a letter, fax or email between schools at the end of each week, particularly where
there is any unexplained or unexpected absence. Schools and providers must inform each
other of any unexpected or unexplained absence as soon as it happens. Sessions in which
the pupil does not attend supervised educational activity or where the organisation does not
provide information are recorded as absent in the normal way. For example, a pupil who
misses a session due to illness is recorded as code I (Illness) and one who misses a session
because nothing was in place is recorded code C (other authorised absence). Schools can
also keep additional, non-statutory registers to record presence at activities outside the
normal school day. Schools should have and use rigorous systems to monitor and follow up
pupil’s off-site attendance.

N.B. Please contact AST for guidance on appropriate use of registration codes.
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MTT1

Modified Timetable Form
(revised September 2015)
Please complete all sections on this form for any pupil on a modified timetable (pupils who are not
attending mainstream or special schools in the usual way, on a full-time basis) and return, once
signed, to:
Attendance Support Team, Telford & Wrekin Council, Darby House, Lawn Central, Telford TF3 4JA

Section 1: Pupil’s key information
School on Roll
Pupil’s Surname

First Name(s)

Gender (M/F)_____

Year Group_________

DoB

Pupil’s UPN
Current attendance ________% (N.B. Please attach a copy of the attendance print out)
Which Locality area does the pupil live in? Wrekin / Hadley Castle / Lakeside / Out of Telford
Ethnicity
White
White British

Black or Black
British
Caribbean

Asian or Asian
British
Indian

White Irish

African

Pakistani

Traveller or
Irish
heritage
Gypsy/Roma

Any other black
background

Dual
background
White & black
Caribbean
White & black
African

Chinese/other

Bangladeshi

White & Asian

Not given

Any other Asian
background

Any other dual
background

Is this pupil in receipt of PPG / FSM?

Chinese
Any

other

ethnic group

Yes / No

Pupils’ Current Status EPCH/Statement/ undergoing assessment/ school graduated approach to
SEND/ no special provision
If the pupil has a SEN statement or EHCP what is the category of need?
Communication and interaction

Cognition and Learning

Social, emotional and mental health difficulty

Sensory and/or physical

Is the pupil a ‘Child in Care’ (CiC) in Telford & Wrekin, Yes/No or other Local Authority Yes/No
If yes, which LA?

Is pupil currently subject to CAF/TAC process?
Name of current Lead Professional

Yes/No

__________________ Agency __________________
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Section 2: Modified Timetable key information
Category of MTT a) – k)

___

a)

have been permanently excluded

b)

have particular social and behavioural difficulties and have personalised learning plans: this means that, by arrangement, they do not
attend their usual school full time

c)

have mental health needs and access Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) either as an in-patient or through services
provided in the community

d)

have medical needs other than mental health needs

e)

rarely attend school and have personalised learning plans as part of attempts to re-integrate them into full time education

f)

are pregnant or are young mothers of compulsory school age

g)

have complex needs and no suitable school place is available

In addition, small numbers of children and young people do not currently attend school in the usual way because they:
h)

are returning from custody and a school place has not been secured

i)

are new to the country and are awaiting a school place

j)

are from a gypsy, roma or traveller background and alternative provision has been made

k)

have moved from another area and a school place has not been secured; these may include children who are Children in Care (CiC).

MTT start date ___/___/___

MTT review date ___/___/___

MTT end date ___/___/__

Date & type of meeting where MTT was agreed (eg TAC/PEP/AR)___________ on ___/___/__
Who agreed to the MTT (print names)
(NB. These will be school based staff and parents)

Please add the name of any off site educational provider (including Linden Centre or Scott Centre)
and hours spent weekly.
Off site educational provider (1) ____________________________________

hrs ______

Off site educational provider (2) ____________________________________

hrs ______

Number of hours each week: in school

Total hours of education per week ______

Please indicate any additional information about educational provision and objectives of the MTT

Section 3: Medical/Health key information
Does the pupil have

mental health

other medical condition?

Please attach details of any medical conditions to this form:
(Please include the name of the Consultant, Doctor or other Medical practitioner and attach any medical evidence) .

Parent/Carer Signature
Print Name

Date:

School Signature

Date:

Print Name

Title:

Please attach a copy of the proposed MTT sent to parent/carer and also ensure that the parent/carer
has signed this form to show their agreement with the arrangements being made.
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Modified Timetable

MTT2

Parent/School Contract
Name of Pupil………………………………………………………................. Date of Birth…..…….......
Address………………….................................…………………………………………………………..…
...............................................................................................................................................
School……...............................……………………………………………………………………..…….…
Current attendance ..................%

Year Group……………..

Class/Form………................

I understand that my child has been placed on a modified timetable for a limited period of time.
I have discussed the matter fully with the school and agree, during the period of the modified
timetable to:





take full responsibility for my child during the hours not attending educational provision
ensure there is supervision of school work during school hours
ensure there is a flow of work between school and home for marking and guidance
take full responsibility for the health and safety of my child during school hours

Parent
Parents name(s):.................................................................................................................................
Signed……………………………………......…………......................

Date………....…………....……

Representative from school
Print Name..........................................................................................................................................
Job Title...............................................................................................................................................
Signed…………......................………………………........................

Date………………………….....

Once signed, one copy of this form should be retained by the parent and a copy should be sent
with the MTT1 to the Attendance Support Team (AST).
The home may be subject to a visit from a representative from the School or the AST
I understand that:



Telford and Wrekin Council (T&WC) collect personal information on me/my family to enable
T&WC to provide support services which will benefit me as an individual and/or my family
That my/my family’s personal information will only be shared internally between Council
services to enable these services to be provided to me/my family
20



T&WC may also share my/my family’s personal information with government departments
or other public bodies as required by relevant legislation

For further information please visit www.telford.gov.uk/terms’
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FLEXI – SCHOOLING
Parents have the right to educate their children at home. Section 7 of the 1996 Education Act
provides that:
“The parent of every child of compulsory school age shall cause him to receive efficient full-time
education suitable –
(a) to his age, ability and aptitude, and
(b) to any special educational needs he may have,
(c) either by regular attendance at school or otherwise.”
“Flexi-schooling” or “flexible school attendance” is an arrangement between the parent and the
school where the child is registered at school and attends the school only part-time, the rest of the
time the child is home educated. The child is registered as an authorised absence from school for
this time using the C code.
This can be a long- term arrangement or a short-term for a particular reason.
Flexi-schooling is a legal option provided the Headteacher of the school agrees. The child is
required to follow the National Curriculum whilst at school but not whilst being educated at home.
However, the Local Authority will monitor the flexi-schooling to make sure that it appropriate to the
age and ability of the child.
Key Points










Unlike Elective Home Education, agreement for the child to be “flexi-schooled” is at the
Headteacher’s discretion. The Local Authority will monitor the home schooling to ensure it
meets the child’s needs.
Flexi-schooling should not be confused with a modified timetable. The child must be
education full time throughout the year.
Schools must not seek to persuade parents to educate their children in order to avoid
exclusion or action for poor attendance.
Sessions which the child are expected to attend are marked in the normal way, all others
are recorded as authorised absence.
Schools should make arrangements to exchange attendance information with the family.
To maintain good communication, it is advisable that a school contact is agreed.
An approved educational activity during the school day has to meet legal requirements for
the pupil to be coded as educated off site.
The Headteacher should feel satisfied that the family will be able to provide appropriate
education.
The FS1 & 2 must be completed and signed with a copy of the flexi timetable attached and
be sent to the Attendance Support team as a matter of urgency.
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Notification that a pupil will receive ‘Flexi-Schooling’ (FS1)
(revised September 2015)
Please complete all information on this form when a parent and a school decide to use a flexible
approach to learning for any pupil (a pupil who is not attending school on a full-time basis with the
agreement of the school) and send, once signed, to:
Attendance Support Team, Telford & Wrekin Council, Darby House, Lawn Central, Telford TF3 4JA

Section 1: Pupil’s key information
School on Roll
Pupil’s Surname

First Name(s)

Gender (M/F)_____

Year Group___________

DoB

Pupil’s UPN

Which Locality area does the pupil live in?

Wrekin / Hadley Castle / Lakeside / Out of Telford

Current attendance ____% (N.B. Please attach a copy of the attendance print out)

Ethnicity
White
White British

Black or Black
British
Caribbean

Asian or Asian
British
Indian

Dual
background
White & black
Caribbean

Chinese/oth
er
Chinese

White Irish

African

Pakistani

White &
African

Any

Traveller or
Irish heritage
Gypsy/Roma

Any other black
background

black

other

ethnic group

Bangladeshi

White & Asian

Any other Asian
background

Any other
background

Not given

dual

Is this pupil in receipt of PPG / FSM? Yes/No
N.B This form should not be used for an SEN Pupil. Any amendment to the SEN statement or
Education Health Care Plans (EHCP) must be discussed and agreed with appropriate officers.
Pupils’ Current Status EPCH/Statement/ undergoing assessment/ school graduated response to
SEND/ no special provision
Is the pupil a ‘Child in Care’ (CiC) in Telford & Wrekin, Yes/No

or other Local Authority Yes/No

If yes, which LA?

Is pupil currently in the CAF/TAC process? Yes/No
Name of current Lead Professional

__________________
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Section 2: Flexi schooling key information
Date when the ‘Flexi schooling’ arrangement was agreed ___/___/___
If an ‘end date’ has been agreed please insert the date

___/___/___

Who agreed to the flexi schooling (print names)

Number of hours in school each week
on: Mon/Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday/Friday
Please add any additional information: E.g. Objectives of the flexi timetable and reason for request

Section 3: Medical/Health key information
Please tick one box

mental health

other medical condition

Please add details of presenting medical condition:
(Please include the name of the Consultant, Doctor or other Medical practitioner and attach all medical evidence) .

Parent/Carer Signature
Print Name

Date:

School Signature

Date:

Print Name

Title

Please attach a copy of the proposed timetable and also ensure that the parent/carer has signed
this form to show their agreement with the arrangements being made.
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(FS2)
Flexi-Schooling Agreement
Name of Pupil……………………………………………………….............. Date of Birth…..…….......
Address………………….................................…………………………………………………………..
.........................................................................................................................................................
School……...............................……………………………………………………………………..……
Current attendance ..................%

Year Group……………..

Class/Form………..................

I understand that my child will now be subject to a flexible timetable.
I have discussed the matter fully with the school and agree to:






take full responsibility for my child during the hours not attending educational provision
ensure there is supervision of school work during school hours
ensure there is a flow of work between school and home for marking and guidance
communicate regularly with the school and inform them of any absence/illness
take full responsibility for the health and safety of my child during school hours

Parent
Parents name(s):..........................................................................................................................................
Signed……………………………………......…………................. Date………....…………....….….
Representative from school
Print Name..............................................................................................................................................
Job Title..................................................................................................................................................
Signed…………......................………………………....................... Date…………………………...
Headteacher’s Signature
....................................................................................................... Date ........................................
Once signed, a copy of this form, along with the ‘flexi-schooling’ timetable, should be sent with the
FS1 to the Attendance Support Team (AST), Telford & Wrekin Council, Darby House, Lawn Central,
Telford TF3 4JA.
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Telford & Wrekin Fair Access Protocol
January 2016
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1. Rationale
There has been a history of policy and direction around Fair Access Panel Protocols and the expectation
that schools will work together to provide a local agreement for the admission of children and young
people and to support behaviour.
A Fair Access Panel is required by legislation and there is an expectation that all maintained schools and
academies participate in this, in fact it is a clause in the academy funding agreement that the academy
participates in the Fair Access Panel (clause 2.27 in the single academy agreement). Policy states:
“Schools in an area should be encouraged and enabled to take collective responsibility for preventing
exclusions as far as possible, including effective alternatives to exclusion, and for making educational
provision for those who are excluded.”
Learning Behaviour: Lessons Learned. A review of behaviour standards and practices in our schools. Sir
Alan Steer April 2009:
“The need for schools to operate in partnership with each other and with those organisations supporting
children should be beyond question. Behaviour and attendance partnerships engage schools working
together to promote high standards and to meet the needs of the children in the community. Working
together schools can achieve far more than they can acting alone.”
Exclusions from Maintained Schools, Academies and Pupil Referral Units in England, DfE 2012 states:
“Permanent Exclusion should only be used as a last resort, in response to a serious breach, or persistent
breaches, of the school’s behaviour policy; and where allowing the pupil to remain in school would seriously
harm the education or welfare of the pupil or others in the school.”
This protocol and its operation in therefore intended to enable schools to support children and young
people before reaching the last resort of Permanent Exclusion.

2. Principles


This protocol is based on the principle of inclusion.



The practice set out below is intended to support schools and their partners to ensure, as far as
possible, that pupils receive a full time education in their allocated school and that no pupil is
unnecessarily excluded or without a school place.



The protocol sets out the obligations and responsibilities placed on both schools and the LA, firstly
to avoid exclusion whenever possible, and, secondly to manage unavoidable exclusions in a
professional and equitable manner.



The provisions of the protocol are intended to ensure that, where an exclusion or transfer is
unavoidable, the processes are swift, equitable to all, and continue to be inclusive in nature.



In this protocol “parent” includes all those with “parental responsibility” for the pupil and anyone
who currently has care of the pupil.



All maintained schools, academies and PRUs will take part.
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In this protocol the term ‘school’ refers to both maintained schools and academies. Additionally,
the term ‘Headteacher’ or ‘Head’ refers to the most senior member of the school’s leadership
team and therefore also refers to ‘Principal’ and ‘Executive Headteacher/Principal’.



Schools and academies will continue to admit the large majority of pupils who apply for an
available place under normal admission arrangements.



Arrangements for admission through this protocol will be outside the normal operation of the
admissions policy and oversubscription will not be regarded as a reason not to admit a pupil, (i.e.
pupils can be admitted through this protocol even if the year group is up to or over its admission
number.)



As far as possible, within the limits of parental choice, due regard should be taken to consider the
Ofsted category of any school recommended for the placement of a student so that the student is
placed in provision which is likely to meet their needs.



In all decisions around pupil placement, all available data should be used to ensure equity and fair
distribution of high need learners across the schools, within the limits allowed by parental choice.



Parents will still have the right of appeal to an Independent Panel for their preferred school, but
information will be given to the panel if a more appropriate school has already been identified for
the pupil through the protocol.

This protocol is based on the principle of partnership. The practice set out below is based on recognition
that schools as a whole, the Local Authority (LA) and other services have both individual and collective
responsibility to provide a full time and appropriate education for Telford and Wrekin pupils and this is
best achieved by working together in order to:


Develop effective alternatives to exclusion, and for making educational provision for those who are
excluded.



Ensure that there is a well-structured re-integration programme so that permanently excluded and
managed-move pupils are reintegrated speedily into another school, or are provided with suitable
full-time education (including Alternative Provision where appropriate).



Avoid individual schools being overwhelmed by having to take too many fixed term and
permanently excluded pupils.



Ensure that funding arrangements support closer co-operation between schools and the LA and are
flexible enough to meet the cost of appropriate preventive measures and alternative provision.



Provide, both inside and outside school, a broad range of high quality alternative educational
provision for permanently and fixed term excluded pupils, and also those at risk of exclusion.

This protocol is based on the 5 Every Child Matters outcomes; that every pupil will:


Be healthy
- Be treated with respect and valued



Stay safe
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-

Be safe in our schools



Enjoy and achieve
- By being provided with a high quality education
- By having their special needs, strengths, talents and skills met.
- By participating in their own learning



Make a positive contribution
- By being given opportunities to help them be active members of society.
- By treating with respect, adults and fellow pupils, property and resources.



Achieve economic well being
- Will accept and celebrate cultural and spiritual diversity.

3. Background


This protocol is part of a constantly evolving process but has a formal annual review at the end of
each academic year. Following the review the LA will present a report to Director of Children’s
Services and Assistant Directors; Local Admissions Forum; Primary Heads Forum (PHF) and
Secondary Heads and Principals (SHAP).



The LA will keep detailed statistics of all cases dealt with under the terms of this protocol and will
present an analysis showing the current situation and any trends on an annual basis to members of
the Fair Access Panel. This information will inform the report presented to the Director of
Children’s Services, the Local Admissions Forum, the report to the ‘Officer of Schools Adjudicator’,
to the Children’s Trust Board and to Headteachers.



The LA will be pleased to receive feedback on the workings of this protocol and the whole
exclusions process Feedback can be given both formally e.g. through the FAP feedback sheets
circulated after every meeting, and / or informally. Such information will be collated annually and
used as part of the annual review process.



The provisions of this protocol will also apply to pupils who arrive from out of area with similar
difficulties or Telford & Wrekin pupils permanently excluded from schools in another LA.



The right of a Head teacher to permanently exclude a pupil is not affected by this protocol.
However the LA would not expect this sanction to be taken against children in care. The DCSF
Exclusion Guidance (September 2008) states that exclusion of children in care should be an
absolute last resort.



This protocol is not intended for use in circumstances where parents themselves initiate a transfer
from one school to another. In these cases the LA’s normal admission procedures and associated
protocol should be followed. However, in situations where a pupil’s behaviour is of such significant
concern that the pupil might otherwise have been at risk of exclusion, it may be helpful to consider
a FAP referral for a managed move so that the appropriate planning and support can be offered.



Both Primary and Secondary Fair Access Panels welcome the attendance of other colleagues, by
prior arrangement with the chair, to observe protocols and procedures as part of the school and
Local Authority offer for continued professional development.
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All admissions and permanent moves within Telford and Wrekin will be co-ordinated by the
Admissions Team and the Transport and Inclusion Officer.

4. In Year Admissions
All in year school applications are co-ordinated by Telford & Wrekin LA. This enables the LA to have an
overview on the movement of children and therefore avoid possible safeguarding issues arising from
children being without a school place.
Background
The Schools Admissions Code of Practice states that admission authorities must:
 “offer a place to every child who has applied for one if they have enough places available” ie if they
are not up to the PAN within the appropriate year group.
 on receipt of an in year application notify the local authority of both the application and its
outcome.
When an admission authority informs a parent of a decision to refuse their child a place at a school for
which they have applied, it must include the reason why the admission was refused.
The admission authority must also inform parents of their right to appeal against the refusal of a place.”
The Admissions authority must not:


“refuse to admit a child solely because:
o they have followed a different curriculum at their previous school
o information has not been received from their previous school



take account of reports from previous schools about children’s past behaviour, attendance, attitude
or achievement, or that of any other children in the family



refuse to admit a child thought to be potentially disruptive, or likely to exhibit challenging
behaviour, on the grounds that the child is first to be assessed for special educational needs”

Where a governing body does not wish to admit a child with challenging behaviour outside the normal
admissions round, even though places are available, it must refer the case to the local authority for action
under this Fair Access Protocol. This will normally only be appropriate where a school has a particularly
high proportion of children with challenging behaviour or previously excluded children. This provision will
not apply to a looked after child, a previously looked after child or a child with a statement of special
educational needs or an education ,health and care plan naming the school in question , as these children
must be admitted,
Process and Expectations


Parents/guardian complete an in year application form and can include up to 3 school preferences.

Each school to nominate a person from the senior leadership team to have the overview of all in year
applications and who will co-ordinate a response to all requests; within 5 working days


The admission team then contact schools/academies requesting a response about whether they
are able to admit the child within 5 days. Responses should be on the pro forma provided by the LA.
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If a school does not respond within 5 working days, this will be taken as an acceptance of the admission
of this child.
 The LA to advise parents of responses within 15 school days of receiving the original application or
earlier if possible in order to minimise the amount of time that a child is out of school.


If a school/academy has no place available, the parent will have the right of appeal.

Following an in year admission, if there are any concerns once the school learns more about the pupil they
can then refer the child to FAP. These cases will be given priority.
Where all of the schools nominated by the parents have rejected the admission, this case will be presented
at the following FAP by the Admissions Team. The reasons for each of the schools rejecting the application
will be considered and the panel will nominate a school using the principles of fairness to both young
person and the schools. There is no duty for local authorities or admission authorities to comply with
parental preference when allocating places through the Fair Access Protocol.
For the Secondary Fair Access Panel, the extension of FAP to include all Headteachers, or their
representatives will delegated authority, will mean that a decision can be made immediately and the
nominated school will be able to accept the decision at this meeting.

5. Avoiding Exclusions
All partners will endeavour to avoid exclusion by:


Early identification of pupils’ learning needs and behavioural difficulties, including effective liaison
between schools;



Ensuring that, as far as possible, a curriculum appropriate to the needs and learning styles of at- risk
pupils is planned and delivered;



Ensuring that all staff have a shared understanding of the school’s behaviour policies and
procedures and receive the training necessary to apply them in both teaching and non teaching
situations;



Establishing an ethos, curriculum, policies and routines in which pupils can learn and model good
behaviour and, particularly, in which conflict is avoided;



Tackling persistent low level disruption;



Ensuring that all pupils and parents/carers are very clear about the school’s expectations in relation
to behaviour.

6. Stages of Behaviour Support
Stage 1 – Temporary Managed Transfers
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Where pupils are engaged in poor behaviour which can be fuelled by expectations and influences of other
pupils, this can become a vicious circle which needs to be broken. It may be possible to break this vicious
circle by giving the pupils a respite via a ‘temporary managed transfer’ to another school. This temporary
managed transfer can be brokered between the two schools and should normally be no less than two
weeks and no more than half a term in length. It is not permissible to arrange a temporary managed
transfer to a PRU or Assessment and Intervention Centre.


It is the responsibility of the Headteacher of the referring school to broker the managed transfer
with the Headteacher of the receiving school.



The referring school should liaise with the Headteacher of the proposed school to arrange visits and
meetings to discuss the integration of the pupil.



The referring school should identify a named person, e.g. SENCO, class teacher or teaching
assistant, who will provide support for the pupil/family and be a key figure throughout the
integration period.



The receiving school should do everything possible to make the managed transfer work successfully
including careful liaison with the previous school and the PRU (where appropriate).



The receiving school should initiate contact, within 5 working days, with the new family, ensuring
that the pupil and his/her family are made to feel welcome and included.



The receiving school should identify a named person, e.g. class teacher or teaching assistant, who
will provide support for the pupil/family and be a key figure throughout the induction period.



Procedures to monitor the progress of the new pupil and strategies to support him/her should be
put in place and discussed with both pupil and parent/carer.



Pupils will remain on the roll of the home school. The home school will retain responsibility for
monitoring attendance.



There is no need to notify the LA of a managed transfer, this is a private arrangement between
Headteachers.



Any transfer of funding for the period of the managed transfer will be arranged privately between
the two heads.

Stage 2 - Private Managed Moves (normally only used by Secondary Schools)
A Private Managed Move is one to another school which is brokered by both Headteachers. There are a
number of occasions where schools broker managed moves without referral to the Fair Access Panel. In
these cases the following guidelines should be adhered to
 It is the responsibility of the Headteacher of the referring school to broker the managed move with
the Headteacher of the receiving school.


The referring school should liaise with the Headteacher of the proposed school to arrange visits and
meetings to discuss the integration of the pupil.



Transport arrangements need to be agreed with parents (see Managed Moves and Transport).
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The referring school should identify a named person, e.g. SENCO, class teacher or teaching
assistant, who will provide support for the pupil/family and be a key figure throughout the
integration period.



The receiving school should call a transition TAC meeting for pupils for whom this is appropriate.
Both Head teachers or their representatives should attend this meeting.



Any requests to transfer pupils’ files should be treated with the highest priority; all files must be
transferred in advance of the pupil’s admission to a new school.



The receiving school should do everything possible to make the managed move work successfully
including careful liaison with the previous school and the PRU (where appropriate).



The receiving school should initiate contact as soon as possible with the new family, ensuring that
the pupil and his/her family are made to feel welcome and included.



The receiving school should identify a named person, e.g. class teacher or teaching assistant, who
will provide support for the pupil/family and be a key figure throughout the induction period.



Procedures to monitor the progress of the new pupil and strategies to support him/her should be
put in place and discussed with both pupil and parent/carer.



Pupils will remain on the roll of the home school until the date on which (s)he is admitted to the
receiving school.



The referring school should notify the Telford and Wrekin Transport and Inclusion Officer (Lorraine
Beckwith) to confirm the managed move, this will then be recorded and reported to FAP.



If a school does not notify the LA of a private Managed Move, it will not be possible to include
this data at FAP and therefore this will not be taken into account when considering the number
of movers-in within the school.



Any transfer of funding will be arranged privately between the two heads.



All forms relevant to Private Managed Moves can be found in Appendix VI.

Managed Moves and In Year Applications
A managed move is one which is instigated by the school and used as an alternative to exclusion; it cannot
be instigated by a parent or carer. An in year application is instigated by the parent or carer and may be for
a number of reasons. It is an obligation of all schools and academies in the partnership to ensure that the
correct process is followed for each student. The school should not encourage parents to make an in year
application as an alternative to exclusion. If a parent of a child on the edge of exclusion decides to make an
in year application, the school should discourage this and either arrange a Private Managed Move or take
the case to the Fair Access Panel.
Managed Moves and Transport
The payment of any costs for transport associated with a managed move should been agreed in advance of
the placement starting. The LA will not normally meet the cost of transport, unless the student is placed in
a school which is beyond statutory walking distance and not one of the preferences on the FAP referral
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form; this will then usually be in the form of a bus pass. Otherwise, the cost of any transport will normally
be met by the parents.
These transport arrangements apply to Formal as well as Private Managed Moves.
Stage 3 - Further Support
For pupils whose behaviour causes concern beyond acceptable levels, there should be a range of provision
and responses. Fixed term exclusions should only be used as a last resort.
School Responsibilities:
 Schools should ensure that parents/carers (including a social worker for children in care) become
involved and are kept informed.


Careful and detailed records of incidents, interventions, contact with parents and strategies
employed should be kept on the pupil’s file.



The schools should consider the case for an Individual Education Plan (IEP), an individual behaviour
plan (IBP) or a Pastoral Support Plan (PSP) if they are not already in existence. Where one of these
plans has been implemented and presented to FAP, this will support an applications for further
support.



Consideration should be given to the pupil’s special educational needs status and/or whether their
special educational needs are being met including bringing forward an annual review if the pupil
has a statement of educational needs or Education Health and Care Plan (EHCP). In cases where the
pupil has a statement the relevant Education Officer (SEN) should be informed/involved.



Schools should ensure that a variety of strategies are employed to overcome the emerging
difficulties.



Schools should be aware of, and prepared to use, the wide range of support services available to
help pupils, their families and teachers when endeavouring to overcome mounting or serious
behaviour problems. This would be in the form of a CAF and a TAC meeting. It is expected that
children presented at FAP for a Managed Move, an Assessment and Intervention placement or a
place at Kickstart will have a CAF/TAC in place.



Schools should consider the use of Parenting Contracts and Orders for behaviour if it is felt
appropriate.



Schools and key personnel should recognise that a willingness to be flexible and sensitive to the
needs of pupils and their families is more likely to generate improvements than inflexibility or
insensitivity.



If a Headteacher takes the decision to give a pupil a fixed term exclusion or to permanently
exclude a pupil, within one school day (a legal requirement) the head teacher must inform the
governing body and the LA. The information needed by the LA for a Fixed Term Exclusion is
included in Annex VIII.



Schools must provide full-time supervised education from the sixth day of any fixed period of
exclusion (this is a legal requirement). This should be off site, but if on site provision which is shared
with another establishment is already in existence this may be used.
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In cases of exclusions schools should inform parents/carers that during the first five days of any
exclusion parents/carers must ensure that their children are not present in a public place during
school hours without reasonable justification and may be committing an offence. Parents/Carers
may be issued a fixed penalty notice of £60 if they fail to do this and may be prosecuted if they fail
to pay the penalty notice.



Informal exclusions should not be used under any circumstances, i.e. pupils must not be sent home
without following the formal exclusion process (informal exclusions are not allowed by law).



Part-time and modified time tables are used only in exceptional circumstances and only for an
agreed fixed term and with a clear plan of reintegration. The appropriate paperwork must be
completed and sent to the Attendance Support Team. Arrangements for part-time study should be
clearly explained to parents/carers and the details recorded in the pupil’s PSP, IEP or IBP (see
relevant documentation in the Part-Time Protocol).



For Children in Care, the relevant Social Worker and Virtual School Team must be informed/
involved.

Local Authority:


The LA will provide support through to help tackle underlying personal or family problems which
may lead to exclusion.



The LA will work closely with schools to ensure that pupils are identified as early as possible to
prevent exclusion.

Stage 4 – Fair Access Panel Referral
For students whose behaviour causes such concern that, despite the measures that have been put in place
to support them, they are in imminent danger of being permanently excluded. Referral to the Fair Access
Panel would be an appropriate alternative. The Fair Access Panel is owned by schools in the partnership,
supported by LA officers.
The options which may be available are:
1. Advice from the panel regarding additional strategies which the school could employ to meet the
individual needs of the child.
or
2. Outreach work from the Behaviour Support Advisory Team (BSAT).
or
3. A place at the House 1 provision. (Secondary only)
or
4. A Formal Managed Move to Another School
or
5. Intervention at The Linden Centre (KS1/2) The Scott Centre (KS3) or at Kickstart (KS4) for an assessment
and intervention programme then a supported reintegration to their own school
or
6. Consideration for a place at Kickstart for a personalised programme of provision (only available to KS4
students)
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School Responsibilities:


Appendix I explains the course of the Fair Access Panel



For all pupils referred to FAP the school should complete, in full, the ‘Request for Additional
Support’ pro-forma (Appendix II) and provide as much detail as possible about the pupil and the
events which have lead up to the referral, including review of PEP for CIC. The deadline for this is
12:00 noon on the Wednesday (Secondary) or Thursday (Primary) preceding the Fair Access Panel
Meeting.



Before considering permanent exclusion for any Child in Care either in Telford and Wrekin or
another authority where a pupil is attending an education setting, you should contact and liaise
closely with the Corporate Parenting Team. The school should call an urgent review of the pupil’s
PEP and invite a representative of the Corporate Parenting Team to discuss issues / provision. The
DfE Exclusion Guidance (2013) states that exclusion of children in care should be an absolute last
resort.



Before considering permanent exclusion for any pupil under statutory assessment or already in
receipt of a Statement of SEN or Education Health and Care plan (EHCP) you should contact and
liaise closely with your school’s allocated Education Officer for SEN. For all pupils with a Statement
of SEN schools should call an urgent annual review meeting and invite the Education Officer for SEN
to discuss issues / provision.



In cases of exclusions, schools should inform parents / carers that during the first five days of any
exclusion parents / carers must ensure that their children are not present in a public place during
school hours without reasonable justification and may be committing an offence. Parents / carers
are subject to prosecution or a fixed penalty notice if they fail to do this.



If a Headteacher decides to refer a pupil’s case to Fair Access Panel, the ‘Request for Additional
Support’ form (Appendix II) must be completed in full. Sufficiently detailed information should be
submitted in order to justify any request for additional support or to remove the pupil.



The school’s request for what they consider to be the most appropriate additional support for the
pupil must also be provided.



It is expected that any students presented will be subject to a CAF/TAC before a FAP referral,
except for Children in Care for whom the latest PEP and CiC Review should be available.



The form must be signed by the Head teacher, if not the case cannot be heard.



The school must have the pupil’s parents/carers’ (or social worker’s for looked after children)
written consent to the move, if not the case cannot be heard. The form must be signed by the
parent / carer (Form attached to the end of the ‘Request for Additional Support’ form; Appendix II)



The school must ensure that the parents/carers understand clearly that they lose any right of
hearing or appeal to the governors or an Exclusion Review Panel.



Appendix III is a parents/carers information leaflet which explains the process for parents.



The completed forms should be sent to the LA Transport and Inclusion Officer, at least one week
prior to the Fair Access Panel meeting. They must be received no later than 12.00 noon on the
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Wednesday (Secondary) or Thursday (Primary) preceding the FAP meeting at which they will be
considered. If it is not possible to gain the parental signature by this time, the sheet with the
parental signature must be received no later than 12.00 noon on the Friday preceding the FAP
meeting at which they will be considered. Cases cannot be heard without a parental signature.


The Headteacher or their representative must attend the Fair Access Panel to give further
information about the pupil and answer questions from the panel. In exceptional circumstances e.g.
Ofsted inspection the panel may discuss cases without a representative of the school attending the
panel. The Headteacher will have a maximum of 10 minutes to present further information.



Schools must be explicit in stating what additional support they are seeking from the Fair Access
Panel.



Schools must ensure that parents indicate their preferences for 3 alternative schools should the
panel feel that a managed move would be beneficial.



Appendix IV summarises Fair Access Panel Protocol recommendations from the School Admissions
Code, February 2009.



Schools should submit the Request for Additional Support Feedback Form (Appendix V) as soon as
possible following the resolution of a FAP recommendation.



The school should inform parents of the outcome of FAP.

Local Authority Responsibilities:


Advice can be sought from the LA Transport and Inclusion Officer or Family Connect



The LA will respond to the referring school, normally within 2 working days by:
o Confirming receipt of information
o Making and discussing an alternative recommendation
o Referring back for further information
o Referring back for further action by the school



Organise and bring relevant paperwork to the Fair Access Panel, including any information received
from other agencies
Will provide appropriate detailed information in order that a report may be given to FAP and SHAP
giving detailed statistics and analyses showing the current situation and trends on an annual basis



Fair Access Panel:
The Fair Access Panel will meet every three weeks and will consist of:
Primary: Headteacher representation will consist of one Headteacher selected by each of the five clusters.
Secondary: Following consultation in the Autumn Term 2015 and ratification by SHAP on 16 th December
2015; From January 2016, it is agreed that the Headteacher, or their representative (with delegated
authority to make decisions to accept a pupil) from each of the schools and academies will attend. This will
enable all decisions around managed moves or in year admissions to be made at the meeting with the
agreement of the receiving school. If a school is not represented, it will not be possible for this school to
present the case against an admission or managed move.
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In addition to the Headteachers, each panel will also consist of:
 Service Delivery Manager, Corporate Parenting and Inclusion (Chair)
 Head of Linden Centre and Adviser on Early Intervention Strategies
 Lead Teacher for the Linden Centre (Primary)
 Team Leader for The Scott Centre (Secondary)
 Head of School at Kickstart (Secondary)
 LA Transport and Inclusion Officer
 Admissions Team Leader
 Lead Officer for Vulnerable Learners
 Education Psychologist supporting the work of the Assessment and Intervention Centres
 Student Engagement Programme Team Leader (Secondary)
 Behaviour Support Advisory Team Leader,
 CAMHS worker (when appropriate)
 YOS representative (when appropriate)
In considering their response to the referral, Headteachers and LA officers will take into account
 The seriousness of the event(s) which triggered the referral
 The pupil’s attendance, attainment and progress
 The efforts which the school has made to improve the pupil’s behaviour
 CAF and TAC process
 The extent to which the school has employed the support of internal and external agencies
 The range of strategies used by the school to meet the child’s needs
 The likelihood of a successful outcome if the pupil is moved to another mainstream school
 The pupil’s SEN and/or disability
 Children in care
 Child / Young person who has offended
 The information received from school with regard to their school profile
At each Fair Access Panel meeting, the LA will present the panel with data on the mobility of students in
and out of each school so that, should a managed move be recommended, due consideration can be given
to the relative number of students moving into each school and therefore, as far as possible, an equitable
distribution of students. To allow for this equitability, being ‘full’ or up to the PAN in a particular year
group should not be used as a reason to not receive a student. Where possible, there should be an attempt
to match curriculum provision when considering schools to receive a managed move.
At each Fair Access Panel meeting, the LA will present the panel with up to date reports on the number of
students on roll and studying in each of the Pupil Referral Units.
For the Secondary Fair Access Panel, a timetable will be published in advance, this will allow the
Headteacher of the school presenting the case to invite any other members of staff necessary to give full
details of the case to the panel.
Once a course of action has been agreed by the Fair Access Panel a feedback form summarising the agreed
outcomes will be sent to the Headteacher (or their representative) who presented the case and to the
organisations being asked to provide additional / alternative support.
All requests for further information or clarification about pupils in these circumstances should be treated
with the highest priority by all parties.
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For students with a Statement or EHCP, there are statutory processes which must be considered before a
Fair Access Panel referral. Before any such referral, the SEND Officer must be consulted and where
appropriate an annual review undertaken. The SEND officer is also expected to attend FAP alongside the
school presenting the case. Managed Moves for students with Statements/EHCPs should not be through
FAP but through an Annual Review. House 1, Scott Centre and Linden Centre places may be allocated for
students with Statements/EHCPs where appropriate. Inclusion Mentor support will only be allocated
where a school can demonstrate that the SEND funding has been used appropriately to meet the needs of
the Young Person.

7. Outcomes from Fair Access Panel
1. Advice from the panel regarding additional strategies which the school could employ to meet the
individual needs of the child.
Any advice offered by the panel will build upon the information received by the school on actions and
interventions already explored. The additional strategies suggested might be from services represented at
the Fair Access Panel and might be free of charge at the point of delivery. Other strategies suggested might
involve the engagement of services for which there will be a charge, where this is the case the cost of any
such services should be met by the school.
2. Outreach work from the Behaviour Support Advisory Team, including Inclusion Mentors.
Support in school from an Inclusion Mentor might form part of a package of support. This might be free at
the point of delivery; however, there may be a need for the Behaviour Support Advisory Team leader to
work with the Inclusion Mentor to focus the support, there may be a charge for the Behaviour Support
Advisory Team Leader’s time.
3. Support through a place at House 1. (Secondary Only)
House 1 is able to provide support for students with severe anxiety which prevents them from attending
mainstream school. The student will remain on roll in their mainstream school but access support from
House 1 for a specified timetable. The aim is always to reintegrate students back into mainstream
provision. Whilst this provision is supported with core funding, there is in addition a daily cost for this
provision.
There is a Risk Assessment form for use if a risk of serious harm is considered possible, this is available in
Appendix VII.
4. A Formal Managed Move to Another School


A ‘Formal Managed Move’ is one made as a recommendation from FAP. It is therefore different
from a ‘Private Managed Move’ which is agreed between two headteachers. It also differs from an
‘In Year Transfer’ which is an application made to a school instigated by and completed by the
parents of the student.



If this is on the advice of the Fair Access Panel the LA Transport and Inclusion Officer will broker the
managed move with the receiving school.
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For Secondary, with all schools represented at the panel, any recommendations for a Managed
Move can be brokered at the panel with the agreement of the Headteacher from the receiving
school.



The Fair Access Panel will make recommendations in the best interests of the student referred,
taking all factors, including parental preference, into account. It should therefore be only in
exceptional cases (such as safeguarding concerns) where a recommended Managed Move should
be refused.



Any requests to transfer students’ files should be treated with the highest priority; all files must be
transferred to the receiving school within 2 working days of the FAP recommendation.



The student should start at the receiving school within 10 working days of the FAP
recommendation. Or, if the files are not transferred from the referring school within 2 days, a
further 5 days from the receipt of these files. This is dependant on the parents attending an
induction meeting within this timescale.



Where a trial at the receiving school is agreed, this should normally be for a maximum of six school
weeks from the date the student starts the trial in the receiving school. After this period, or sooner
where possible, the student should be placed on roll at the receiving school. In exceptional
circumstances, it might be necessary to extend the trial for a second period; there should be an
absolute maximum of two 6 week trial periods.



Students will remain on the roll of the home school until the date on which (s)he is admitted to the
receiving school.



The receiving school should do everything possible to make the managed move work successfully
including careful liaison with the previous school and Family Connect. It is strongly advised that a
transition TAC be held when plans are being made for the student to start at their new school.



The receiving school should initiate contact within 10 working days with the family, ensuring that
the student and his/her family are made to feel welcome and included.



The receiving school should identify a named person, e.g. pastoral head, tutor or teaching assistant,
who will provide support for the student/family and be a key figure throughout the induction
period.



Procedures to monitor the progress of the new student and strategies to support him/her should
be put in place and discussed with both student and parent/carer.



Once the managed move notification funding form has been submitted to the LA the AWPU funding
will be transferred to the receiving school, backdated to the date of admission.

5. Intervention at The Linden Centre (KS1/2); The Scott Centre (KS3) or Kickstart (KS4) for an assessment
and intervention programme then a supported reintegration to their own school


It is the responsibility of the Lead Teacher at The Linden Centre; the Lead Teacher at The Scott
Centre or the Head of School at Kickstart (or their representative) to liaise with the school to
negotiate the arrangements for the assessment and intervention programme
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The student will remain on roll at the referring school for the period of intervention, during this
time the student will be dual registered, with the PRU registering as a ‘guest’



The student will remain in their home school for half of the timetable, this should be provision in
school not a modified timetable



It is the responsibility of the Lead Teacher at The Linden Centre; the Lead Teacher at The Scott
Centre or the Head of School at Kickstart (or their representative) to liaise with the school and the
parents to arrange visits and a support package



The referring school should identify a named person, e.g. pastoral head, tutor or teaching assistant,
who will provide support for the pupil/family and be a key figure throughout the intervention
period.



The referring school should do everything possible to make the respite work successfully, including
careful liaison with the Group Manager for Early Intervention. It is strongly advised that a transition
TAC meeting is held at both the start and towards the end of the intervention



A key element of the intervention programmes will be regular assessments of behaviour and
attitudes to ensure pupils are ready for return to school.



When the pupil is believed ready for reintegration to school the Lead Teacher at The Linden or
Scott Centre or the Head of School at Kickstart (or their representative) will liaise with the school
and the parents to arrange visits and a supported reintegration package.



The duration of any period of intervention should be agreed in advance, either by recommendation
from FAP or agreement between the PRU Head and the Referring Head. The end date of this period
of intervention should be recorded by the LA Transport and Inclusion Officer. Only in exceptional
circumstances, where this is in the best interests of the student, and with the agreement of all
parties, should this period of intervention be extended. Any extension should be notified, by the
PRU Head, to the LA Transport and Inclusion Officer.



It is the responsibility of the referring school to ensure that the student re-starts after the agreed
period of intervention. Any refusal to receive the student back will result in a charge being levied to
the referring school of £100 per day to cover the cost of additional PRU provision.

Please note: The option for an intervention at The Linden Centre; The Scott Centre or Kickstart followed
by a managed move to another school is no longer a possible recommendation from FAP.
The reason for this change is that in many cases that had got to this stage there were two major hurdles:
1. The young person had reached the stage where they were on the point of permanent exclusion and
it was felt that the intervention at the Scott Centre in particular was less effective as relationships
had broken down and the student was not in a position where the intervention would be effective.
2. The Managed move to the new school was often not successful. In some cases it was difficult to get
the new school to agree to accept the student. In other cases where the school did accept the
student, this often broke down after a trial period. The student would then remain the
responsibility of the home school, the home school would be expected to provide for this student
but the student would often feel that they had now ‘failed’ at two schools.
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If a school presents a student to FAP for an assessment and intervention place at the Scott Centre or
Kickstart and the reintegration back into their own school is not satisfactory, then the school will have the
option to present the case to FAP again to request a Managed Move. In hearing the case again, FAP will
consider the extent to which the school has followed the recommendations from The Scott Centre or
Kickstart as outlined on the agreed Individual Education Plan (IEP) – see below.
Ensuring that the process of reintegration of students back into school following an assessment and
intervention place at the Scott Centre or Kickstart is carefully planned is crucial. When a student is
accepted for an assessment and intervention place at the Scott Centre of Kickstart the following processes
are essential:
 The home school will be asked to nominate a senior member of staff to liaise with the centre
 Dates for review meetings will be set at the start of the placement
 Recommendations for the reintegration process will be made by the Scott Centre or Kickstart, these
will be written into an Individual Education Plan (IEP) which will be agreed jointly with the school
 The IEP will also outline timescales for the student to return to mainstream provision, for the
intervention and assessment place to be successful the student will need to be working towards
mainstream provision rather than in an internal unit within the school.
6. Consideration for a place at Kickstart for a personalised programme of provision (only available to KS4
students)
Students attending Kickstart will be able to follow vocational programmes at TCAT alongside a Core
Curriculum at the Centre. There is more chance of the students being successful on an appropriate
vocational programme if they are able to follow this for the whole of Year 11. It is therefore more
appropriate to refer students to FAP for a place at Kickstart in Year 10 when things are going wrong, rather
than wait until Year 11 when they would have less chance of success.


If it is decided, through the Fair Access Panel, that a pupil should attend Kickstart PRU long term,
the LA will take responsibility for the management of the pupil’s education and the delivery of an
appropriate curriculum either at or through Kickstart. This will include appropriate provision,
monitoring attendance and progress, liaison with parents/carers and the home school, and, where
appropriate access to accreditation.



The only route into Kickstart for a personalised programme of provision is through the Fair Access
Panel (see also Permanent Exclusion below). No students will be admitted into either PRU through
a ‘private’ arrangement between headteachers.



Kickstart will undertake to maintain a range of provision to meet the various needs of older pupils
who are not able to be educated in school, including work based training, access to further
education, work experience, group tuition and home tuition. The LA will monitor the quality of this
provision.

5. It is the responsibility of the Teacher in Charge at Kickstart (or their representative) to liaise with the
school to determine any additional information required in order to develop a personalised
programme of provision. All requests for further information or clarification about pupils in these
circumstances should be treated with the highest priority by all parties.
6. It is the responsibility of the of the Teacher in Charge at Kickstart (or their representative) to liaise with
the school and the parents to arrange visits and a support package
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7. The referring school should identify a named person, e.g. pastoral head, tutor or teaching assistant,
who will provide support for the pupil/family and be a key figure throughout the integration period.
8. The referring school should do everything possible to make the new provision work successfully,
including careful liaison with the Group Manager for Early Intervention. It is strongly advised that a
transition TAC meeting is held at the start of the intervention.


Any requests to transfer students’ files should be treated with the highest priority; all files must be
transferred in advance of the student’s admission to Kickstart.



Students will remain on the roll of the home school until the date on which (s)he is admitted to
Kickstart.



Kickstart should initiate contact as soon as possible with the family, ensuring that the student and
his/her family are made to feel welcome and included.



Kickstart should identify a named person who will provide support for the student/family and be a
key figure throughout the induction period.



Procedures to monitor the progress of the new student and strategies to support him/her should
be put in place and discussed with both student and parent/carer.



Once the managed move notification funding form has been submitted to the LA Transport and
Inclusion Officer the AWPU funding will be transferred to the PRU, backdated to the date of
admission.

At present, short term PRU interventions are not charged for. If a planned short term intervention
becomes a longer term provision the LA reserve the right to charge for the extended placement. For
Long term provision at Kickstart will be funded through transfer of the AWPU. Where the PRU deems
that Alternative Provision, as part of a package, is appropriate for a student, the school will be charged
an additional £400 per term (or part term) for the remainder of their time in Key Stage 4. This process
also applies to students who initially attend The Scott Centre but then transfer to the KS4 PRU.

8. Permanent Exclusion
It is recognised that, whilst every effort to avoid Permanent Exclusion should be made, that once all of the
strategies described have been exhausted and in cases of extreme behaviour, there may be no option
other than to permanently exclude when triggered by another incident.
Provision for KS3 or KS4 permanently excluded pupils:


The LA will make provision for those pupils who are permanently excluded from the 6 th day of any
permanent exclusion. This is a legal requirement.



The Education and Inspections Act 2006 requires full time education from the sixth day of an
exclusion. However, to ensure that there is minimal disruption to the education, when a child or
young person in care is permanently excluded, it is the Government’s view that the schools should
arrange alternative provision from the first day of a permanent exclusion.
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Before considering permanent exclusion for any child in care either in Telford and Wrekin or
another authority where a pupil is attending an education setting, you should contact and liaise
closely with the Virtual School Team. The school should call an urgent review of the pupil’s PEP and
invite a representative of the Virtual School Team to discuss issues / provision. The DfE Exclusion
Guidance (2013) states that exclusion of children in care should be an absolute last resort.



In cases of exclusions schools should inform parents/carers that during the first five days of any
exclusion parents/carers must ensure that their children are not present in a public place during
school hours without reasonable justification and may be committing an offence. Parents/carers
are subject to prosecution or a fixed penalty notice if they fail to do this.



Within one school day the head teacher must inform the governing body and the LA Transport and
Inclusion Officer of a permanent exclusion. This is a legal requirement.

Reintegration of Permanently Excluded students


In all but the most exceptional cases, and in liaison with the Head teacher of the excluding school,
pupils will be reintegrated to another mainstream school only after a period of time in one of the
PRUs, usually 6-10 weeks. A key element of the programme of work in the PRU will be regular
assessments of behaviour and attitudes to ensure pupils are ready for return to school.



The school which is permanently excluding a child will present the case to the next Fair Access
Panel Meeting, having completed the ‘Request for Additional Support’ Form, Appendix II, and Risk
Assessment Form, Appendix VII, within 5 working days of the exclusion. The Fair Access Panel will
then recommend a school at which this child should be placed following a period of Assessment
and Intervention. This will allow The Linden Centre, The Scott Centre or Kickstart to work with the
receiving school to prepare for re-integration. It is recognised that for students who are
permanently excluded beyond the Autumn Term of Year 10 that it is unlikely that they will reintegrate back into mainstream provision during Key Stage 4.



The Fair Access Panel will arrange for the re-admission of permanently excluded pupils or pupils at
risk of permanent exclusion fairly among all schools. Once identified, the receiving school will be
contacted by the LA. This will happen as soon as practically possible following the FAP Meeting.



The following has been agreed with schools in relation to reintegration of permanently excluded
students:
 Schools have agreed to take permanently excluded students as a priority to ensure a
smooth transition through the PRUs and to ensure suitable PRU places are available for
other students.
 If the receiving school decides to apply a trial period for a reintegrated student, this should
normally be no more than 6 weeks with a maximum of 12 weeks in total
 The AWPU will transfer to the receiving school for the remainder of the year from the time
the student is entered on roll, at the end of the trial period
 When receiving a child from the PRU who has been Permanently Excluded, if the receiving
school then permanently excludes that student there will be no Pupil Retention Charge for
this within the first 12 months. After the 12 month period, the school can appeal if it
believes there are exceptional circumstances
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In order to ensure a smooth and successful return to school for pupils, the School and other
appropriate agencies will provide support through the TAC process. The PRU will also support the
reintegration where staffing permits.



A meeting should be arranged between the appropriate parties to ensure a smooth integration.
The meeting should discuss previous difficulties and the strategies to be put into place in order to
minimize a repetition in the new school. This meeting will take place as far in advance as possible
before the pupil’s return to school.

Students attending Kickstart will be able to follow vocational programmes at TCAT alongside a Core
Curriculum at the Centre. There is more chance of the students being successful on an appropriate
vocational programme if they are able to follow this for the whole of Year 11. It is therefore better to avoid
Permanent Exclusions in Year 11 where possible, early referrals to FAP in Year 10 before getting to the
point of Permanent Exclusion in Year 11 will enable students to be more successful.
Pupil Retention Grant
The Pupil Retention Grant is part of school funding (DSG) which was originally a discreet element of this
funding, but has now been subsumed into the main DSG. The purpose of this grant is to encourage schools
not to permanently exclude. The pupil Retention Charge is therefore the amount of this grant which is paid
back to the Local Authority in the event of a Permanent Exclusion. This funding is then used to support
alternative provision for permanently excluded pupils.
There was a period of consultation with schools during the summer term of 2015 to consider changes to
the Pupil Retention Charge; this consultation received unanimous support for the proposals and was
ratified by Schools’ Forum on the 18th September 2015, the following changes to the Pupil Retention
Charges apply from 1st September 2015.

For Primary Schools:
1 to 3 permanent exclusions from the school
in an academic year
4 to 6 permanent exclusions from the school
in an academic year
7+ permanent exclusions from the school in
an academic year

£4,000 per PEx
£8,000 per PEx
£12,000 per PEx

For Secondary Schools:
First Permanent Exclusion from the school in
any academic year
2 to 3 permanent exclusions from the school
in an academic year
4 to 6 permanent exclusions from the school
in an academic year
7+ permanent exclusions from the school in
an academic year

£4,000
£6,000 per PEx
£12,000 per PEx
£18,000 per PEx

These charges will apply equally to Maintained Schools and Academies; in the Academy Master Funding
Agreement it states that: “Where the Academy Trust permanently excludes a pupil from the Academy, the
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arrangements for payment will be the same as if the Academy were a maintained school, under
Regulations made under section 47 of the Schools Standards and Framework Act 1998.”
Exceptions
There are two possible exceptions to this model:
1. Where there are a number of students who might need to be excluded at the same time for the
same one off serious incident, for example discovering a gang of a number of students dealing
drugs on site.
2. Where a student has previously been permanently excluded, or subject to a recorded managed
move, from another school and moved into a school and their exclusion takes the number of
exclusions over a threshold.
In each of these cases, the Headteacher would need to consult with the Service Delivery Manager for
Corporate Parenting and Inclusion in the Local Authority to agree the level of payment. The expectation
would be that the level of payment in these instances would be the equivalent to an additional student at
the current threshold that the school is at if it is agreed that the case fits within these exception rules. If
there is no consultation in advance of a decision to Permanently Exclude, the rates in the table above will
be payable.
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Appendix l
Procedure for ‘Requests for Additional Support’ for
pupils with BESD

Pupil with Statement of SEN

Pupil without Statement of SEN
n

Review of current provision / support via:








School / Pathways
Pupil progress meeting
TAC meeting / plan
Education Officer – Inclusion
Education Officer – Admissions
P.E.P. meeting [for CiC]
Meeting with Parents

If the pupil has a statement of SEN there is no need to
refer to Fair Access Panel as there are already
established routes to access additional support.
1.

When the pupil is not making adequate progress
 Review the pupil’s provision map
 Consider additional intervention
programmes
 Consider alternative ways to deliver the
curriculum within school
 Review deployment of whole school
resources, support staff and teaching
materials
 Seek advice from inclusion support
services and other agencies
 Call an annual review

2.

If a change of placement is being considered
 consult with inclusion support services,
particularly the educational psychologist
if special school is being considered
 take advice from an SEN education
officer if needed
 hold an annual review involving the
agencies involved
 send recommendations with reasons and
supporting evidence to SEN team as part
of the annual review report.

3.

If an intervention at a PRU is being considered
 complete a CAF then convene a TAC
meeting to make a referral for BST
intervention
 if BST recommends PRU, complete
the relevant paperwork and refer to
FAP

4.

If a change of placement is being considered
 consult with inclusion support services,
particularly the educational psychologist
if special school is being considered
 take advice from an SEN education
officer if needed
 hold an annual review involving the
agencies involved
 send recommendations with reasons and
supporting evidence to SEN team as part
of the annual review report.

Options to consider:












Intervention programme
Curriculum delivery
Support via SA+ funding
Alternative Curriculum
[KS4
only] e.g. Travel 2 Learn, reengagement programme
Modified timetable
Advice from 14 – 19 team
Consultation with EPS, SALT, SIS,
LSAT, EWO, SMDS, YOS, YISP
Support from L & B via TAC meeting
– request BST teacher
Managed Move
L & B Inclusion Mentor who works
with pupil in own school
Referral to FAP

Once these options have been
exhausted:
Refer to FAP
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[Continued from previous page]

Support available via Fair Access Panel:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Advice from the panel regarding additional strategies which the school could employ to meet the individual
needs of the child
Outreach work from the Behaviour Support Advisory Team
Support through a place at House 1 (Secondary Only)
Managed Move to Another school
Intervention at The Scott Centre for an assessment and intervention programme then a supported
reintegration to their own school
Consideration for a Kickstart place [KS4 only]

Post Fair Access Panel:
1. Inclusion team complete outcome and feedback forms and send, electronically, to
Headteacher, Behaviour Managers and the organisations who were asked to provide
additional support.
2. Pupil’s papers are forwarded to the recommended provision.
3. Inclusion team will monitor pupil’s placement until pupil is on roll.
4. AWPU will be transferred / deducted to receiving school when Inclusion Team receives
completed form.


Pupils with serious physical medical needs may be referred directly to Children’s Specialist Services.
A consultant’s letter will be required to support the referral indicating that the pupil is not fit for
mainstream school.



Pupils with serious mental health issues who are seeking a placement at Kickstart should make the
usual school referral via the Secondary Fair Access Panel. A consultant’s letter from CAMHS will be
required to support the referral indicating that the pupil is not fit for mainstream education.

Points for FAP members to consider when responding to ‘Request for Additional Support’:











The seriousness of the event (s) which triggered the referral
The pupil’s attendance, attainment and progress
The effort to which the school has made to improve the pupil’s behaviour
CAF and TAC process
The extent to which the school has employed the support of internal and external agencies
The range of strategies used by the school to meet the child’s needs
The likelihood of a successful outcome if the pupil is moved to another mainstream school
The pupil’s SEN and or disability
Children in Care
The information received from the school with regard to their school profile
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APPENDIX ll

Fair Access Panel
Request for additional support
2017-2018
Pupil Name:

DOB:

Gender: Year Group:

Headteacher:

M/F
Contact for Reintegration:

Presenter at FAP:

Current School:

Contact Number:

SENCo:

Ethnicity:

EAL: Yes/No

SEND Status: N SS EHCA
S/EHCP
(Please Circle)

Modified
timetable:
Yes/No

CiC: Yes/No
IEP/IBP:
Yes/No

Parent/Carer’s Name …………………………………………

PP: Yes/No

Alternative Provision:
Yes/No
Details:

FSM: Yes/No

Medication: Yes/No
Details:

Parent/Carer’s Name
…………………………………………

Relationship to Pupil ………………………………………….
Home Address ……………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………….

Relationship to Pupil
………………………………………….
Home Address
……………………………………………………

……………………………………………….…………………………..
Phone Number …………………………………………………...
Mobile …………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………
….
……………………………………………….…………………………
..
Phone Number
…………………………………………………...
Mobile
…………………………………………………………………

Position in Family …………………………….. (e.g. 2nd of 3 children.)
Educational History
Current school:

Dates:

Previous schools:

Dates:
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Any other provision:

Dates:
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What behaviours are causing concern? In rank order please (please refer to social skills questionnaire)
Attendance Current
Attendance Previous
FT Exclusions this
FT Exclusion last
Year %:
Year %:
Academic Year:
Academic Year:
Please comment on pupil’s current attainment, targets and progress
Reading Age …………………………... as measured by …………………………………………………..
Spelling Age ……………………………. as measured by …………………………………………………..
Levels Attained

Key Stage

Eng

Ma

Sci

Key Stage 1
Key Stage 2
Key Stage 3

End of Year Targets/Teacher Assessment:

Eng

Ma

Sci

End of Key Stage Targets/Teacher Assessment:
CAF / TAC Details:

Eng

Ma

Sci

Date first CAF:………………………………………..

Updated CAF Date:……………………………………….

Most recent TAC date: ………………………….

Lead Professional:…………………………………………

Agencies currently involved in TAC:
..................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................
....
Other agency involvement:
BSAT: date open and closed reason for closure:.........................................................................................
EPS: date open and closed reason for closure:.........................................................................................
TYSS: date open and closed, reason for closure:......................................................................................
FIT: date open and closed: reason for closure:.........................................................................................
CAFLS: date open and closed, reason for closure:....................................................................................
YOS: date open and closed, reason for closure:........................................................................................
CAMHS: date open and closed, reason for closure:..................................................................................
CATE: date open and closed, reason for closure:......................................................................................
Social worker: date open closed, reason for closure:................................................................................
LSAT:..........................................................................................................................................................
Counselling:..............................................................................................................................................
Other:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Behaviour

Frequency and severity (per lesson / day/ week)

1

2

3

4

What usually happens BEFORE a priority concern incident – describe any patterns

What usually happens AFTER a concern incident – describe any patterns

What do you think the pupil gains by this behaviour?

SCHOOL STRATEGIES USED
Support from Tutor
Learning Mentor
Peer Mentor
Daily Monitoring Report
Internal Support Unit
Reduced Timetable

YES/N
O
YES/N
O
YES/N
O
YES/N
O
YES/N
O
YES/N
O

Managed Move

YES/NO

Alternative Education

YES/NO

Family Involvement

YES/NO

Parenting Contract

YES/NO

Parenting Order

YES/NO

Persistent Absence Panel

YES/NO
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RISK ASSESSMENT
No
Risk

Small
Risk

Medium

Risk

High
Risk

Notes (If Medium
or higher)

Persistent defiance
Persistent refusal to follow reasonable instructions
Inappropriate comments towards staff
Threatening behaviour towards staff
Threatening behaviour towards peers
Physical aggression towards peers
Physical aggression towards adults
Verbal aggression towards peers
Verbal aggression towards adults
Substance misuse
Alcohol Misuse
Absconding
Truancy
Damage to property
Arson
Bullying peers - verbal
Bulling peers - physical
Sexually inappropriate behaviour towards others
Theft
Dangerous behaviour in the environment
Possession of a weapon/tool that can be used as
weapon
Has exhibited racist behaviour
Unpredictable behaviour
Irrational Behaviour
Physical Intervention required

What are the positive aspects/achievements of this pupil?

What appropriate behaviours does the pupil show (i.e. can sit still and quietly while teaching tasks are set,
can enter a classroom appropriately etc)

What are the parents’/carer’s views of the situation?
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What view of the situation has the pupil expressed?

What would have to change for him/her to re-integrate successfully into mainstream school?
1

2

3

Please add any other information that may be useful? [Behaviour out of school, relationships with
peers]

What additional support is the school requesting [Please tick one box]
1. Advice from the panel regarding additional strategies which the school could employ
to meet the individual needs of the child
2. Outreach work from the Behaviour Support Advisory Team
3. Support through a place at House 1 (Secondary Only)
4. Formal Managed Move to Another school
5. Intervention at The Linden or Scott Centre for an assessment and intervention
programme then a supported reintegration to their own school
6. Consideration for a Kickstart place [KS4 only]

If box 5 ticked above, what are the desired outcomes of a Linden/Scott Centre placement?:
1.
2.
3.
Thank you for taking the time to complete this form. The information you have provided will help us to
define the issues and plan a programme of intervention.
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Please ensure that:
 All sections are completed
 Any recent IEP/IBP’s are attached
 A copy of the most recent annual school report is attached
 An attendance certificate for the last 12 months is attached
 Copy of exclusion summary is attached
 A copy of the most recent TAC plan is attached (with parental agreement)
 Please attach any other relevant information, such as attendance printouts, attainment
records etc.
And finally, please indicate the contributors to this document below
Contributor

Position

1.
2.
3.
4.

Headteachers’s Signature:……………………………………..

Date completed:…………...
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EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIOURAL DEVELOPMENT SCALE
DESIRABLE BEHAVIOUR
CONDUCT BEHAVIOUR

Not at all

Rarely

Sometimes

Fairly Often

Often

Very Poor

Always
Very Good

1. Behaves respectfully towards teachers E.g., Respects teachers and
answers teachers politely, does not interrupt or deliberately annoy, does
not show verbal aggression.
2. Shows respect to other pupils E.g., Interacts with other pupils politely
and thoughtfully, does not tease, call names, swear, use psychological
intimidation.
3. Only interrupts appropriately. E.g., Does not disrupt unnecessarily,
does not distract or interfere with others, does not pass notes, fidget,
hum, talk when others are talking.
4. Seeks attention appropriately E.g., Does not seek unwarranted
attention, pupil behaves in ways warranted by the current classroom
activity, does not behave in a silly manner or call out in class.
5. Is physically Peaceable E.g., is not physically aggressive, avoids fights,
is pleasant to other pupils, is not cruel or spiteful, does not strike out in
temper.
6. Respects property E.g., Values and looks after property, does not
damage or destroy property, does not steel.
7. Observes school and teacher rules E.g., Attends classes, does not
leave seat without permission, does not tell lies.

EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOUR
8. Is active and forthcoming E.g., Responsive to surroundings, does not
stare into space, daydream excessively.
9. Has empathy. E.g., Is tolerant of others, shows understanding and
sympathy, is considerate.
10. Is socially aware E.g., Interacts appropriately with others, is not a
loner or isolated.
11. Is happy E.g., Has fun when appropriate, smiles, laughs, is cheerful, is
not tearful, depressed, whining.
12. Is confident E.g., Is not anxious, high self esteem, relaxed, does not
fear failure, is not shy, afraid of new things, is robust.
13. Is emotionally stable E.g., Moods remain relatively stable, does not
have frequent mood swings.
14. Shows good self control E.g., Patient, not easily flustered, not
touchy.

LEARNING BEHAVIOUR
15. Is attentive E.g., Not easily distracted, completes work, keeps on
task and concentrates.
16. Has an interest in school work E.g., Good motivation, shows
interest, enjoys school work
17. Good learning organisation E.g., Works systematically, at a
reasonable pace, knows when to move onto next activity or stage, can
make choices, is organised.
18. Shows perseverance in learning E.g., Is conscientious, independent,
has a positive approach to school work, perseveres with tasks.
19. Is an effective communicator E.g., Speech is coherent, thinks before
answering
20. Works efficiently in a group E.g., Takes part in discussions,
contributes readily to group tasks, listens well in groups, works
collaboratively.
21. Seeks help where necessary E.g., Does not make excessive demands
on the teacher
Not at all

Rarely

Sometimes

Fairly Often

Often

Always

PARENT / CARERS CONSENT FORM
A. PUPIL DETAILS:
Name of Pupil: ………………………………………………..……………………

School:………………………………...…………

Parents / Carer’s name:………………….…………………………………………………………………….….
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Parents / Carer’s address:…………………...………………………………………………………………...………………………………………………
Parents / Carer’s home telephone no:…………………….…………..…

Mobile no:………………………...…

B. OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO SCHOOL AND PARENTS / CARERS – PLEASE TICK ONE BOX:
2.

Advice from the panel regarding additional strategies which the school could employ to meet the
individual needs of the child
Outreach work from the Behaviour Support Advisory Team

3.

Support through a place at House 1 (Secondary Only)

4.

Formal Managed Move to Another school

5.

Intervention at The Linden or Scott Centre for an assessment and intervention programme then a
supported reintegration to their own school
Consideration for a Kickstart place [KS4 only]

1.

6.

C. PERMANENT EXCLUSION: If the pupil is at serious risk of permanent exclusion and a managed move is being considered please
ensure parents / carers are aware of the details below…..
1.

I/We have been informed that my/our child is at risk of permanent exclusion.

2.

I/We agree to a managed move to an alternative placement for my/our child.

3. I/We understand that in agreeing to a managed move I/we forfeit the rights of appeal to the school governors and an Independent
Appeal Panel which are part of the permanent exclusion process.
4. Transport implications - Transport, or help with it, may be provided for eligible children who live beyond the maximum statutory
walking distance [3 miles for secondary and 2 miles for primary aged children] from their designated or nearest school. If you apply for
a school, which is some distance from your home address, the transport arrangements will normally be the family’s responsibility.
Provision for secondary aged pupils from low-income families: The Education Act defines low income families as those who are entitled
to free school meals or are in receipt of the maximum level of Working Tax Credits. They will be entitled to help with transport to any
one of their three nearest qualifying schools between 2 – 6 miles from the home address. [2 – 15 miles on faith grounds].
D. MY / OUR PREFERENCES FOR ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS ARE:
1. ………………………………………………………………………….
2. ……………………………………………………………………….…
3. …………………………………………………………………….……
I understand that:
· Telford and Wrekin Council (T&WC) collect personal information on me/my family to enable T&WC to provide support services
which will benefit me as an individual and/or my family
· That my/my family’s personal information will only be shared internally between Council services to enable these services to be
provided to me/my family
· T&WC may also share my/my family’s personal information with government departments or other public bodies as required by
relevant legislation
For further information please visit www.telford.gov.uk/terms’
Signed: ………………………………………………………………………. Parent / Carer

Date:

………………………………
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APPENDIX III
PUPILS AT RISK OF EXCLUSION, REFERRAL TO FAIR ACCESS PANEL FOR A MANAGED MOVE
Parents/Carers Information Leaflet
You have been contacted because your child is at risk of permanent exclusion from their school. The
Headteacher may be considering this option as a final step because your child’s behaviour has caused ongoing
concern and has not improved despite the school providing and using all appropriate support strategies. Or it
may be because in the Headteacher’s judgement a permanent exclusion is appropriate because your child has
been involved in a “one off” serious offence.
In Telford & Wrekin, schools and the Local Authority have been working closely together to help prevent pupils
from experiencing permanent exclusion from school. The Headteacher or their representative will have met
with you to discuss the difficulties and a “managed move” may have been suggested. This will avoid the need
for a permanent exclusion and give your child the opportunity to build new relationships in a new school.
A managed move can only take place if you are in agreement and your child is willing to transfer to a new
school.
You need to be aware that if your child is permanently excluded you would have the right to appeal against the
permanent exclusion to the school governors and an Independent Review Panel. If you agree to a managed
move you will forfeit these rights.
Many children experiencing a managed move will be supported by an Inclusion Mentor from the Behaviour
Support Advisory Team. The Inclusion Mentor will work with your child to help them to develop strategies to
cope with their behaviour. The Inclusion Mentor will also give advice to the new school to help them to meet
the needs of your child. Staff will work very closely with parents/carers, schools and your child to ensure a
smooth and successful move to another school.
As parents/ carers you will be asked to state a preference for alternative schools.
The Fair Access Panel will try, but may not always be able to, meet your preferences depending on the
availability of places.
Arrangements for Key Stage 4 Pupils (Pupils in years 10 and 11)
For some pupils in Key Stage 4, admission to another mainstream school may not be in the pupil’s best interest.
If this is felt to be the case with your child, you will be contacted by staff from Kickstart who will discuss and
arrange a suitable educational programme for your child. They will have access to a range of provision to meet
the various needs of older pupils who are not able to be educated in school, including work based training,
access to further education, work experience, group tuition and home tuition.
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APPENDIX IV - Fair Access Protocols;
Recommendations from School Admissions Code – February 2009
1. Local authorities, working with parents should draw up reintegration plans for permanently excluded
pupils at an early stage, but it is not expected that all permanently excluded pupils are to be reintegrated
to a mainstream school.
2. In general, pupils should not be reintegrated to mainstream schools unless they are ready and schools
should not be required or pressured into taking a pupil until their behavioural problems have been
assessed, suitably addressed and they are ready to take the step back into a mainstream setting. In
addition, some pupils may benefit from an early start in a further education college or other setting.
3. Local authorities should offer schools additional help to reintegrate some pupils, for example, Pupil
Referral Unit (PRU) teachers continuing to work with the pupil when they have returned to mainstream
school or a dual registration arrangement where, for a short time, the pupil spends part of the week in a
PRU and part in the school, to ensure a smooth transition.
4. Local authorities must consider the circumstances of the individual pupil, in terms of what is best for
them, whether they are ready for mainstream schooling and, if so, which mainstream school will be best
able to meet their needs. This principle should also guide the operation of Fair Access Protocols. Protocols
should avoid an inflexible approach, where schools are routinely expected to admit the next child in line
without any consideration of other factors. The allocation of pupils should be equitable with no one school
or Academy being required to take a disproportionate number of challenging children.
5. Schools cannot cite oversubscription as a reason for not admitting a pupil under a Fair Access Protocol.
Hard to place pupils should be given priority for admission over others on a waiting list or awaiting an
appeal. Schools must respond quickly to requests for admission so that the admission of the pupil is not
delayed and should not insist on an appeal being heard before admitting a child under a Protocol. Schools
should not refuse to admit a pupil who has been denied a place at that school at appeal, if the Protocol
identifies that school as the one to admit the child.
6. As part of assessing the suitability of a placement for a pupil, the local authority (or placement panel)
must take account of any genuine concerns about the admission, for example a previous serious
breakdown in the relationship between the school and the family, or a strong views about the religious
ethos of a school.
7. Wherever possible, pupils with a religious affiliation should be matched to a suitable school, but this
should not override the protocol if the school is unable to take the pupil, or if the pupil identified for the
school does not have that affiliation.
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8. Protocols must include, as a minimum, children of compulsory school age in the following categories:
• Children attending PRUs who need to be reintegrated back into mainstream education;
• Children who have been out of education for longer than one school term;
• Children whose parents have been unable to find them a place after moving to the area, because of a
shortage of places;
• Children withdrawn from schools by their family, following fixed term exclusions and unable to find
another place;
• Children of refugees and asylum seekers;
• Homeless children;
• Children with unsupportive family backgrounds, where a place has not been sought;
• Children known to the police or other agencies;
• Children without a school place and with a history of serious attendance problems;
• Traveller children;
• Children who are carers;
• Children with special educational needs (but without a statement);
• Children with disabilities or medical conditions;
• Children returning from the criminal justice system; and
• Children of UK service personnel and other Crown Servants.
School Admissions Code –December 2014
Children with challenging behaviour and those who have been excluded twice - Admission authorities must
not refuse to admit children in the normal admissions round on the basis of their poor behaviour
elsewhere. Where a child has been permanently excluded from two or more schools there is no need for
an admission authority to comply with parental preference for a period of two years from the last
exclusion. The twice excluded rule does not apply to children who were below compulsory school age at
the time of the exclusion, children who have been re-instated following a permanent exclusion (or would
have been had it been practicable to do so), and children with special educational needs statements or
Education, Health and Care Plans.
Fair Access Protocols - Each local authority must have a Fair Access Protocol, agreed with the majority of
schools in its area to ensure that - outside the normal admissions round - unplaced children, especially the
most vulnerable, are offered a place at a suitable school as quickly as possible. In agreeing a protocol, the
local authority must ensure that no school - including those with available places - is asked to take a
disproportionate number of children who have been excluded from other schools, or who have challenging
behaviour. The protocol must include how the local authority will use provision to ensure that the needs of
pupils who are not ready for mainstream schooling are met.
The operation of Fair Access Protocols is outside the arrangements of co-ordination and is triggered when
a parent of an eligible child has not secured a school place under in-year admission procedures.
All admission authorities must participate in the Fair Access Protocol in order to ensure that unplaced
children are allocated a school place quickly. There is no duty for local authorities or admission authorities
to comply with parental preference when allocating places through the Fair Access Protocol.
Where a governing body does not wish to admit a child with challenging behaviour outside the normal
admissions round, even though places are available, it must refer the case to the local authority for action
under the Fair Access Protocol. This will normally only be appropriate where a school has a particularly
high proportion of children with challenging behaviour or previously excluded children. The use of this
provision will depend on local circumstances and must be described in the local authority’s Fair Access
Protocol. This provision will not apply to a looked after child, a previously looked after child or a child with
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a statement of special educational needs naming the school in question, as these children must be
admitted.
Admission authorities must not refuse to admit a child thought to be potentially disruptive, or likely to
exhibit challenging behaviour, on the grounds that the child is first to be assessed for special educational
needs.
A Fair Access Protocol must not require a school automatically to take another child with challenging
behaviour in the place of a child excluded from the school.
The list of children to be included in a Fair Access Protocol is to be agreed with the majority of schools in
the area but must, as a minimum, include the following children of compulsory school age who have
difficulty securing a school place:
a) children from the criminal justice system or Pupil Referral Units who need to be reintegrated into
mainstream education;
b) children who have been out of education for two months or more;
c) children of Gypsies, Roma, Travellers, refugees and asylum seekers;
d) children who are homeless;
e) children with unsupportive family backgrounds for whom a place has not been sought;
f) children who are carers; and
g) children with special educational needs, disabilities or medical conditions (but without a statement).
Local authority powers of direction (general) - A local authority has the power to direct the admission
authority for any maintained school in its area to admit a child even when the school is full. The local
authority can only make such a direction in respect of a child in the local authority’s area who has been
refused entry to, or has been permanently excluded from, every suitable school within a reasonable
distance. The local authority must choose a school that is a reasonable distance from the child’s home and
from which the child is not permanently excluded. It must not choose a sixth-form that selects by ability
unless the child meets the selection requirements, or a school that would have to take measures to avoid
breaking the rules on infant class sizes if those measures would prejudice the provision of efficient
education or the efficient use of resources.
Before deciding to give a direction, the local authority must consult the governing body of the school, the
parent of the child and the child if they are over compulsory school age. If, following consultation, the local
authority decides to direct, it must inform the governing body and head teacher of the school. The
governing body can appeal by referring the case to the Schools Adjudicator within 15 days. If it does this,
the governing body must tell the local authority. The local authority must not make a direction until the 15
days have passed and the case has not been referred.
If the case is referred to the Adjudicator, the Adjudicator may either uphold the direction or determine
that another maintained school must admit the child. The Adjudicator’s decision is binding. The
Adjudicator must not direct a school to admit a child if this would require the school to take measures to
avoid breaking the rules on infant class sizes and those measures would prejudice the provision of efficient
education or the efficient use of resources.
Local authority powers of direction (looked after children) - A local authority also has the power to direct
the admission authority for any maintained school in England to admit a child who is looked after by the
local authority, even when the school is full. The local authority must not choose a school from which the
child is permanently excluded but may choose a school whose infant classes are already at the maximum
size.
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Before deciding to give a direction, the local authority must consult the admission authority of the school it
proposes to direct. The admission authority must tell the local authority within 7 days whether it is willing
to admit the child. If, following consultation, the local authority decides to direct, it must inform the
admission authority, the governing body (if the school is a voluntary controlled or community school), the
local authority that maintains the school, and the head teacher. The admission authority can appeal by
referring the case to the Schools Adjudicator within 7 days. If the child has been permanently excluded
from two other schools and the most recent exclusion was within the previous two years, the governing
body (if the school is a voluntary controlled or community school) may also refer the case to the
Adjudicator. The admission authority or governing body must not refer the case unless it considers that
admitting the child would seriously prejudice the provision of efficient education or the efficient use of
resources. If the admission authority or governing body does refer the case, it must notify the local
authority that looks after the child. The local authority must not make a direction until the 7 days have
passed and the case has not been referred.
If the case is referred to the Adjudicator, the Adjudicator may either uphold the direction or determine
that another maintained school in England must admit the child. The Adjudicator’s decision is binding. The
Adjudicator must not direct an alternative school to admit a child unless the local authority that looks after
the child agrees, nor if the child is permanently excluded from that school, nor if the admission of the child
would seriously prejudice the provision of efficient education or the efficient use of resources.
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APPENDIX V:

Request for Additional Support Feedback Form

Date of FAP

Name of
School

Name of
student

DOB

Gender

Ethnicity

SEN

CiC

Key issues identified



Further information sought by panel



Recommendations of the panel

Headteacher / Presenter feedback
Did you feel you had adequate opportunity to present all aspects of the case?

Did you feel the level of challenge by the panel to be appropriate?

Were the panel’s recommendations supportive in meeting the individual needs of the student?

Any other comments?

Please complete and return this form to Andy Cooke (Chair) andy.cooke@telford.gov.uk
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APPENDIX VI:

‘Private’ Managed Move Forms

Initial Form - Home school to complete, both HT to sign and forward to LA
This notification sheet is required if a ‘managed move’ is agreed between schools within Telford & Wrekin. As soon as the pupil
has started their ‘managed move’ into their new school please send to Lorraine Beckwith, LA Inclusion and Transport Officer
Tel: 01952 380851 lorraine.beckwith@telford.gov.uk.

Managed Move Agreement
Pupil’s name…….……………………….. (DoB) ………… UPN:………… Pupil Premium: Yes/No
Home school …………………………….

Receiving school……………………… Date………………

This pupil is being supported by a Managed Move to a new school for a fresh start following a period of difficulties at his/her
home school.
The move of school is supported by parents/carers and the pupil will be supported in the new school by
…………………………………………….. (designated staff member)
The receiving school will explain their behaviour policy and the school rules and expectations to …………….
…………………. (pupils name) who will therefore be able to agree to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Co-operate with the programme arranged for him/her by completing his/her class work and homework to the best of their
ability.
Keep out of trouble with other pupils and avoid fights and arguments.
Find his/her class teacher _______________ or _______________ if there are any difficulties.
Work with external services when asked.
Attend school regularly

The receiving school agrees to:
1.
2.
3.

Encourage and support ……………………………….. and keep in regular contact with parents/carers and other agency
staff.
Take part in regular IEP reviews, which will be attended by all those signing this agreement, including both schools.
Praise and reward him/her whenever appropriate.

The home school agrees to:
1.
2.
3.

Keep the pupil on roll and record attendance on the register as ‘educated off site’
Take part in regular IEP reviews, which will be attended by all those signing this agreement, including both schools.
Accept the pupil back in school to plan a way forward should this be necessary.

Date agreed _________

______

Dates of review __________ & __________

Signatures
Home School Head _______________

Receiving School Head ____________________

Pupil __________________________

Parent/Carer ________________________

Managed Move Notification and Transfer Form for Funding
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This notification sheet is required if a managed move is successful and has been agreed between schools within Telford & Wrekin.
As soon as the pupil has been placed onto the receiving school’s roll please send to Lorraine Beckwith, LA Transport and
Inclusion Officer Tel: 01952 380851 lorraine.beckwith@telford.gov.uk.
Name of Pupil ________________________________________________ UPN _______________
DoB _____________________
Pupil Premium

M/F

Year Group ___________________

Yes / No

Home (original) School _______________________________________________________________
Designated staff member ______________________________________________________

Receiving School ________________________________________________________________
Designated staff member ______________________________________________________

CAF/TAC Completed?
Managed Move Start Date ________________________ Agreement Used?

Yes / No
Yes / No

Date placed on receiving school’s roll.____________________________________________
Form completed by __________________________________________________________
Ethnicity____________________________________

Signature of Headteacher (Receiving School) ___________________________________________
Date ………………………………
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Managed Move Notification – Breakdown of Placement
Breakdown of Managed Move
If this managed move is not successful and the pupil is not therefore take on roll at the new school please fill in the date the pupil
returned to their home school and re-send this form to Lorraine Beckwith, LA Inclusion and Transport Officer, Tel: 01952 380851
lorraine.beckwith@telford.gov.uk.

Name of Pupil ________________________________________________ UPN _______________
DoB _____________________

M/F

Year Group ___________________

Home School _______________________________________________________________
Designated staff member ______________________________________________________

Receiving School ________________________________________________________________
Designated staff member ______________________________________________________

CAF/TAC Completed?
Managed Move Start Date ________________________ Agreement Used?

Yes / No
Yes / No

Form completed by __________________________________________________________
Ethnicity___________________________________________________________________
Pupil returned to home school on _________________ (Date)

Signature of Headteacher (Receiving School)_________________________________________________
Date ……………………………………
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APPENDIX VII:

Risk Assessment – Risk of Serious Harm

Risk Assessment – Risk of Serious Harm

Student: _______________

Harm-related behaviour is defined as any behaviour:
 That results in serious harm to other people
 That the student was intending and/or preparing to cause serious harm to others
 That was very likely to have unintentionally caused serious harm to others
1.

Behaviour

Is there any evidence of any current or previous harm-related behaviour by the student?

Yes/No

Were any of the following features of the behaviour:
Elaborate preparation/planning
Unduly sophisticated methods
Use or acquisition of weapons
Emotional or mental health issues

Loss of control i.e. temper
Recklessness
Ritual or bizarre elements
Poor problem solving skills

Are there any other aspects of the student’s harm-related behaviour that are surprising, unusual or cause concern?

Victims
Who were the victims of this behaviour?
What is their status i.e.
Vulnerable victim
Specific targeted Victim(s)

Victim of Hate Crime
Repeat victim

Context
What happened immediately prior to the incident(s)
Are there any long term issues contributing to the behaviour?
Summary of previous harm-related behaviour

2

Current risk indicators

Do any of the following indicate a current risk of serious harm?
Attitudes to previous harm related behaviour?
i.e. Denying consequences of behaviour
Indifference to victim(s)

Yes/No
Denying that the behaviours took place
Justifying the behaviour(s)
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Ongoing hostility to victim(s)

Other relevant attitudes

Yes/No

i.e. S/he seems driven/impelled eg desire for revenge Discriminatory attitudes
Belief that certain types of offences are acceptable Fantasies
Belief that certain people are acceptable targets

Current behaviour
i.e Evidence of planning for offences
Trying to implement fantasies

Yes/No
Displays of other odd/disconcerting behaviour
Associates/networks/gangs

Current circumstances
i.e. Particular events – family break-up
Build-up of stress

Yes/No
Opportunities for engaging in or planning harmful behaviour
Other personal factors eg failure to take medication

Any other concerns

Yes/No

i.e Concerns expressed by family members, other professional agencies, friends etc

For Yes answers – what is the evidence

3

Future harmful behaviour

Are there indications that s/he will engage in behaviour that would cause serious
harm to others?

Yes/No

Details:

Who is at risk from the student
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Siblings
Vulnerable adults
Public

Younger children
Parents/carers
Other

Peers
Staff/authority figures

How soon is harmful behaviour likely to occur?
Is s/he actively seeking opportunities to cause harm to others?
Is s/he likely to get into situations/circumstances where this type of behaviour could occur?
Would s/he commit this behaviour as soon as any opportunity arises?
Are there current constraints on his/her behaviour which will be removed in the near future?
Is the behaviour more likely to happen immediately or not?

How quickly do we need to take action?
Is immediate action required to prevent/reduce the risk of this behaviour occurring?

Yes/No

Evidence and details:

4

Conclusion

Current classification of risk of serious harm to others
a) No evidence at present to indicate likelihood of serious harmful behaviour in future
No specific risk management work needed

LOW risk

b) Some risk identified but the student is unlikely to cause serious harm unless circumstances change.
Relevant issues can be addressed as part of the normal supervision process
MEDIUM risk

c) Risk of harm identified. The potential event could happen at any time and the impact would be serious.
Action should be taken in the near future and additional monitoring will be required HIGH risk
d) Imminent risk of harm identified. The student will commit harm-ful behaviour as soon as the opportunity
arises and the impact would be serious.
Immediate action and multi-agency support necessary
VERY HIGH risk

On the available evidence to date, this student’s classification of risk of serious harm to others is:
Low risk

Medium risk

High risk

Very High risk
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Risk Assessment : Action Plan

Nature of risk

Completed by:

Action to minimise risk

Date:
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Appendix VIII - Notification of Fixed Term Exclusion
It is a requirement that all Maintained Schools and Academies should notify the Local Authority of any
Fixed Term Exclusions.
It is recognised that rather than fill in a standard form for this, many schools will want to notify the LA
through a report generated by the School’s Management Information System. It is therefore requested
that the following information is reported to Lorraine Beckwith, LA Inclusion and Transport Officer, Tel: 01952
380851 lorraine.beckwith@telford.gov.uk.
Information Needed:
Name of excluding School/Academy
Name of Child
Date of Birth
SEND Status (Statement/EHCP or Graduated Support)
Year Group
Gender
Child in Care; if so to which LA
Ethnicity
Start date of exclusion
End date of exclusion
Number of days / sessions of exclusion
To be coded F or L if it is a lunch time exclusion
Reason for Exclusion as determined by the DFE (this is for statistical purposes also):
 Physical Assault Against a Pupil
 Physical Assault Against an Adult
 Verbal and Threatening Behaviour Towards a Pupil
 Verbal and Threatening Behaviour Towards an Adult
 Persistent Disruptive Behaviour
 Theft
 Damage to Property
 Sexual Misconduct
 Drugs and Alcohol Related
 Bullying
 Racism
 Other
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Appendix IX – LA and FAP Key Contacts
Role
Service Delivery Manager for
Corporate Parenting and
Inclusion
Head of Linden- Primary and
Secondary
Deputy Head of Linden
Centre
Head of Kickstart (KS4)

Name
Andy Cooke

Email
Andy.cooke@telford.gov.uk

Rachael Brown

Rachael.brown1@taw.org.uk

Transport and Inclusion
Officer
Admissions Team Leader

Lorraine
Beckwith
Lisa Crossley

Lead Officer for Vulnerable
Learner
Head of Student Engagement
Programme
Behaviour Support Advisory
Team Leader
Lead Teacher Virtual School
Team

Cathy Hobbs

Claire Harris
Julie Finch

Louise
Bartholomew
Claire
Osbourne
Jeff Mason

Phone
01952
380885

01952
385610
Claire.harris@taw.org.uk
01952
385602
Julie.finch@tcat.ac.uk
01952
642402
Lorraine.beckwith@telford.gov.uk
01952
380851
Lisa.crossley@telford.gov.uk
01952
380902
Cathy.hobbs@telford.gov.uk
01952
380657
Louise.bartholomew@telford.gov.uk 01952
567542
Claire.osbourne@telford.gov.uk
07816145071
virtualschool@telford.gov.uk

01952
380867

Appendix 6
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Child going Missing from School during the school day
Guidance and checklist












When a child goes missing from school during the school day there should be clear
procedures in place to follow up on their whereabouts.
All staff should be aware of these procedures.
Ensure that registers are always up to date and that each child’s attendance is accurately
recorded.
Police do not normally record or investigate reports of absences that are clearly truanting.
Each case will need to be assessed on the known risks and whether the absence is out of
character for the child.
If a child’s absence is reported to the police they will be treated as a missing person; it is
therefore important that all reasonable efforts to trace a child should be made first.
Once the absence is discovered the child’s parents/carers should be contacted
immediately. The nature of the absence should be discussed. If the parents/carers believe
that there are risks involved, they should be told to inform the Police
on 0300 333 3000 to make a missing person report.
All missing children should be reported to the police by the end of the school day if not
located AND you have been unable to inform their parents/carers.
If you are not sure if a child should be reported to the police as missing, telephone them for
advice
For children not arriving at school at the beginning of the school day, follow your non school
attendance procedures; ensure that you have specific processes in place for children who
fall into the high risk/vulnerable category.
When a child is identified as missing during the school day, complete the following
checklist:

Checklist
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Name of pupil…………………………………….………………..D.O.B………………………
Action



Ensure the child is not on the school premises
(and that reception staff alert you immediately they receive any information)

Check with the child’s friends when they were last seen.
(Establish from friends if the child has a mobile phone and if so attempt to make contact. Send a text
message to them).

Contact the child’s parents/carers and advise they should contact the police if they have any
concerns
Contact absent parents (unless they are not allowed contact with the child)
Contact any emergency contacts from the child’s records
If the child is subject to a Child Protection Plan, or is a Child in Need inform the key social worker
or if unavailable the team leader
If the child is a child “at risk/vulnerable” report immediately to social care and the police
(ensure any health concerns are communicated )

If you are unsure if the child should be reported to the police, have an informal discussion with
them. Ask to speak to a Police supervisor on 0300 333 3000
If the child is still missing by the end of the school day and you have been unable to talk to the
parents/carers, report them as missing to the police
When the child is located, explore reasons for their absconding

Date checklist completed:…………………………………………( Copy to appropriate file)
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Appendix 7

The power to discipline beyond the school gate
Disciplining beyond the school gate covers the school’s response to all non-criminal bad behaviour
and bullying which occurs anywhere off the school premises and which is witnessed by a member
of staff or reported to the school. The governing body must be satisfied that the measures
proposed by the head teacher are lawful.
Any bad behaviour when the child is:
 taking part in any school-organised or school-related activity or
 travelling to or from school or
 wearing school uniform or
 in some other way identifiable as a pupil at the school.
Or, misbehaviour at any time, whether or not the conditions above apply, that:
 could have repercussions for the orderly running of the school or
 poses a threat to another pupil or member of the public or
 could adversely affect the reputation of the school.
As a result of any of these behaviours, the Head teacher will collect witness statements from both
adults and children who have witnessed the event. The parents of the child involved will be
contacted and invited into school to discuss the matter. Sanctions for the bad behaviour will follow
those issued by the school for bad behaviour during the school day. Parental support will be
sought for sanctions which they are able to administer outside the school day.
Following any incident, the Head teacher will consider whether it is appropriate to notify the police
or Community Support Officers on Brookside of the actions taken against a pupil. If the behaviour
is criminal, or poses a serious threat to a member of the public, the police will always be informed.
If there is any concern that the behaviour may be linked to the child suffering, or being likely to
suffer, significant harm, safeguarding procedures would be followed.
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Appendix 8

Searching and confiscation
The Headteacher, Deputy Headteacher and two senior members of staff have a statutory power to
search pupils or their possessions, without consent, where they suspect the pupil has certain
prohibited items. The items that can be searched for under this power are knives or weapons,
alcohol, illegal drugs and stolen items. School staff can seize any banned or prohibited item found
as a result of a search or any item considered to be harmful or detrimental to school discipline.
Searching with consent
Schools’ common law powers to search:
School staff can search pupils with their consent for any item which is banned by the school
rules.
1. The school does not need to have formal written consent from the pupil for this sort of search –
it is enough for the teacher to ask the pupil to turn out his or her pockets or if the teacher can look
in the pupil’s bag and for the pupil to agree.
2. Items which are banned in school include: mobile phones, electronic games or devices, any
item which could be used as a weapon, matches, any form of drugs (including medicines, which
have not been prescribed and a medical from completed), knives, firearms, sprays, alcohol or
stolen items.
3. If a member of staff suspects a pupil has a banned item in his/her possession, they can instruct
the pupil to turn out his or her pockets or bag and if the pupil refuses, the teacher can apply an
appropriate punishment as set out in the school’s behaviour policy.
4. A pupil refusing to co-operate with such a search raises the same kind of issues as where a
pupil refuses to stay in a detention or refuses to stop any other unacceptable behaviour when
instructed by a member of staff – in such circumstances, schools can apply an appropriate
disciplinary penalty.
Searching without consent
What the law says:
What can be searched for?
1. Knives or weapons, alcohol, illegal drugs and stolen items (referred to
in the legislation as ‘prohibited items’).
Can I search?
2. Yes, if you are the Head teacher, Deputy Head teacher or a senior member of staff. But:
a. you must be the same sex as the pupil being searched; and
b. there must be a witness (also a staff member) and, if at all possible, they should be the same
gender as the pupil being searched.
When can I search?
3. If you have reasonable grounds for suspecting that a pupil is in possession of a prohibited item.
Authorising members of staff
The Head teacher, Deputy Head teacher and two Senior members of Staff are authorised to use
these powers.
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1. Teachers can only request a senior member of staff to undertake a search without consent if
they have reasonable grounds for suspecting that a pupil may have, in his or her possession, a
prohibited item. The teacher must decide in each particular case what constitutes reasonable
grounds for suspicion. For example, they may have heard other pupils talking about the item or
they might notice a pupil behaving in a way that causes them to be suspicious.
2. The powers allow school staff to search regardless of whether the pupil is found after the search
to have that item. This includes circumstances where staff suspect a pupil of having items such as
illegal drugs or stolen property which are later found not to be illegal or stolen.
Location of a search
1. Searches without consent can only be carried out on the school premises or, if elsewhere,
where the member of staff has lawful control or charge of the pupil.
2. The powers only apply in England.
During the search
Extent of the search – clothes, possessions and trays
What the law says:
The person conducting the search may not require the pupil to remove any clothing other than
outer clothing. ‘Outer clothing’ means clothing that is not worn next to the skin or immediately
over a garment that is being worn as underwear but ‘outer clothing’ includes hats; shoes; boots;
gloves and scarves.
‘Possessions’ means any goods over which the pupil has or appears to have control – this
includes trays and bags. A pupil’s possessions can only be searched in the presence of the pupil
and another member of staff. The power to search without consent enables a personal search,
involving removal of outer clothing and searching of pockets.
Trays
Under common law powers, schools are able to search trays for any item provided the pupil
agrees. Pupils will have a tray on condition that they consent to have it searched for any item
whether or not the pupil is present.
If a pupil does not consent to a search then it is possible to conduct a search without consent but
only for the “prohibited items” listed above.
Use of force
Reasonable force may be used by the person conducting the search (see appendix 3).
After the search
The power to seize and confiscate items – general
What the law allows:
Schools’ general power to discipline, as set out in Section 91 of the Education and Inspections Act
2006, enables a member of staff to confiscate, retain or dispose of a pupil’s property as a
disciplinary penalty, where reasonable to do so.
1. The member of staff can use their discretion to confiscate, retain and/or destroy any item found
as a result of a ‘with consent’ search so long as it is reasonable in the circumstances. Where any
article is thought to be a weapon it must be passed to the police.
2. Staff have a defence to any complaint or other action brought against them. The law protects
members of staff from liability in any proceedings brought against them for any loss of, or damage
to, any item they have confiscated, provided they acted lawfully.
Items found as a result of a ‘without consent’ search
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What the law says:
 A person carrying out a search can seize anything they have reasonable grounds for
suspecting is a prohibited item (that is a weapon/knife; alcohol; illegal drugs or stolen
items) or is evidence in relation to an offence.
 Where a person conducting a search finds alcohol, they must retain it for return to the
parent.
 Where they find controlled drugs, these must be delivered to the police as soon as
possible.
 Where they find other substances which are not believed to be controlled drugs these can
be confiscated where a teacher believes them to be harmful or detrimental to good order
and discipline.
 Where they find stolen items, these must be delivered to the police or returned to the
owner, providing it is safe to do so.
 Any weapons or items which are evidence of an offence must be passed to the police
as soon as possible.
 It is school policy to always deliver stolen items or controlled drugs to the police. If the
owners of the items are known and do not pose a threat to the pupil, these will be returned
to the owner.

Telling parents and dealing with complaints
Schools are not required to inform parents before a search takes place or to seek their consent to
search their child.
1. There is no legal requirement to make or keep a record of a search, however as good practice
the sheet below will be completed whenever a search and/or confiscation has taken place.
2. The school will always inform the individual pupil’s parents or guardians where alcohol, illegal
drugs or potentially harmful substances are found along with any other banned items which might
be found.
3. Complaints about screening or searching will be dealt with through the normal school complaints
procedure.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
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Appendix 9

The use of reasonable force
What is reasonable force?
(i) The term ‘reasonable force’ covers the broad range of actions used by most teachers at some
point in their career that involve a degree of physical contact with pupils.
(ii) Force is usually used either to control or restrain. This can range from guiding a pupil to safety
by the arm through to more extreme circumstances such as breaking up a fight or where a student
needs to be restrained to prevent violence or injury.
(iii) ‘Reasonable in the circumstances’ means using no more force than is needed.
(iv) As mentioned above, schools generally use force to control pupils and to restrain them.
Control means either passive physical contact, such as standing between pupils or blocking a
pupil's path, or active physical contact such as leading a pupil by the arm out of a classroom.
(v) Restraint means to hold back physically or to bring a pupil under control. It is typically used in
more extreme circumstances, for example when two pupils are fighting and refuse to separate
without physical intervention.
(vi) School staff should always try to avoid acting in a way that might cause injury, but in extreme
cases it may not always be possible to avoid injuring the pupil.
2 Who can use reasonable force?
(i) All members of school staff have a legal power to use reasonable force
(ii) This power applies to any member of staff at the school. It can also apply to people whom the
head teacher has temporarily put in charge of pupils such as unpaid volunteers or parents
accompanying students on a school organised visit.
3 When can reasonable force be used?
(i) Reasonable force can be used to prevent pupils from hurting themselves or others, from
damaging property, or from causing disorder.
(ii) In a school, force is used for two main purposes – to control pupils or to restrain them.
(iii) The decision on whether or not to physically intervene is down to the professional judgement
of the staff member concerned and should always depend on the individual circumstances.
(iv) The following list is not exhaustive but provides some examples of situations where
reasonable force can and cannot be used.
Schools can use reasonable force to:
 remove disruptive children from the classroom where they have refused to follow an
instruction to do so;
 prevent a pupil behaving in a way that disrupts a school event or a school trip or visit;
 prevent a pupil leaving the classroom where allowing the pupil to leave would risk their
safety or lead to behaviour that disrupts the behaviour of others;
 prevent a pupil from attacking a member of staff or another pupil, or to stop a fight in the
playground; and restrain a pupil at risk of harming themselves through physical outbursts.
Schools cannot:
use force as a punishment – it is always unlawful to use force as a punishment.
Using force
A panel of experts identified that certain restraint techniques presented an unacceptable risk
when used on children and young people. The techniques in question are:



the ‘seated double embrace’ which involves two members of staff forcing a person into a
sitting position and leaning them forward, while a third monitors breathing;
the ‘double basket-hold’ which involves holding a person’s arms across their chest; and
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the ‘nose distraction technique’ which involves a sharp upward jab under the nose.

Staff training
Training is provided for senior staff so that they are able to support staff across the school. A
senior member of staff will always support other staff across the school.
Telling parents when force has been used on their child
All incidents of reasonable force are recorded in order to support the child and staff involved. (see
sheet below)
What happens if a pupil complains when force is used on them?










All complaints about the use of force should be thoroughly, speedily and appropriately
investigated.
Where a member of staff has acted within the law – that is, they have used reasonable
force in order to prevent injury, damage to property or disorder – this will provide a defence
to any criminal prosecution or other civil or public law action.
When a complaint is made the onus is on the person making the complaint to prove that
his/her allegations are true – it is not for the member of staff to show that he/she has acted
reasonably.
Suspension must not be an automatic response when a member of staff has been accused
of using excessive force. Schools should refer to the “Dealing with Allegations of Abuse
against Teachers and Other Staff” guidance where an allegation of using excessive force is
made against a teacher. This guidance makes clear that a person must not be suspended
automatically, or without careful thought.
Schools must consider carefully whether the circumstances of the case warrant a person
being suspended until the allegation is resolved or whether alternative arrangements are
more appropriate.
If a decision is taken to suspend a teacher, the school should ensure that the teacher has
access to a named contact who can provide support.
Governing bodies should always consider whether a teacher has acted within the law when
reaching a decision on whether or not to take disciplinary action against the teacher.
As employers, schools and local authorities have a duty of care towards their employees. It
is important that schools provide appropriate pastoral care to any member of staff who is
subject to a formal allegation following a use of force incident.

What about other physical contact with pupils?
 It is not illegal to touch a pupil. There are occasions when physical contact, other than
reasonable force, with a pupil is proper and necessary.
 Examples of where touching a pupil might be proper or necessary:
a. Holding the hand of the child at the front/back of the line when going to assembly or when
walking together around the school;
b. When comforting a distressed pupil;
c. When a pupil is being congratulated or praised;
d. To demonstrate how to use a musical instrument;
e. To demonstrate exercises or techniques during PE lessons or sports coaching; and
f. To give first aid.

.
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Name of child:

(Male/Female)

Class:

Search and confiscation Record
Reason for the search

Names of staff carrying out the search and those staff acting as witness
include title
1.
2.

Items found

Other agencies involved – please list with name and title

Parents contacted
Date:
Time:
Sanctions/Next steps

Meeting with parent and child following the incident
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Any further intervention or agency involvement required

Signed:

Date:

Designation:
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Name of child:

(Male/Female)

Class:

Reasonable Force Record
Reason for the use of reasonable force

Names of staff using reasonable force
1.
2.
Other agencies involved – please list with name and title

Parents contacted
Date:
Time:
Sanctions/Next steps

Meeting with parent and child following the incident
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Any further intervention or agency involvement required

Signed:

Date:

Designation:
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